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 This afternoon I’m going to this workshop to learn how to 
slow my breathing down. It’s inconvenient, the way I breathe when 
I’m nervous; in quick flurries, I can’t control it. Then my fingers 
curl like buzzard feet around a dead tree branch, I lose control of 
my lips and I can feel them contracting and then BAM! I’m on the 
ground and someone is saying, “Miss. Miss! Are you O.K.?” I’m 
always O.K. But it is quite inconvenient. 
 It started when I left home and moved into this basement 
apartment. Alone which is just the way I like it. The woman who 
lives above me tap dances all night. And she’s fat, so we are very dif-
ferent. She comes over frequently because she likes to talk. Not to 
me, but just to talk. I have never said one word to her. I mean that. 
She just comes over and talks and talks and talks and I just breathe 
and sometimes I make up a sign with my hand to show that I’m lis-
tening. She thinks I speak sign language. You would probably think 
that I wouldn’t want her to come over if all she does is talk about 
things that I don’t care about, but you’re wrong because I do. I do 
want her to come over because when she leaves, I draw her. That’s 
the only reason I want to see her because she has this tiny, dainty 
little chin that floats on top of her enormous and round wattle. Her 
chin moves in a circle when she talks, pinching in and out of her 
neck. Like a ground hog? (I drew that image once.) Like an olive in 
jello? (made that). So you see, it’s not that I need someone to talk to. 
It’s that I need a chin to draw. 
 Ever since I’ve lived here my breathing has quickened as 
they say. My heart pumps with a little more enthusiasm and sends 
me to my knees, and when I fall I bruise because my skin stretches 
over my bones too tight because I need to eat more. Because Oh 
my, look at the poor girl. She must be 80lbs, if that! 
So this afternoon, I’m going to this workshop to learn how to 
breathe In. Out. In. Out. and hopefully my episode at Quik Mart 
was the last. Episode. 
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 I want quarters, I had said.
 Well, I can’t just give you all my quarters, sweetheart. Hear? 
I don’t even have eighteen dollars in quarters. 
Oh no. In. Out. In, out. InoutInoutInout. BAM!. 
 Miss? Hun? You O.K.? He smiled at me crookedly. Every-
one’s smile is crooked when they think you’re nuts.
 The bus got me to the workshop twenty minutes early so I 
watched people come in from the second story window of the com-
munity center. Thirteen in all, and they all talked to each other or to 
someone on a cell phone so I eventually concluded that no one else 
in the world was like me. 
 I saw the instructor arrive. Dr. Do. Interesting. I knew it 
was him because his hair was very well ordered, all in place. Good 
breathers tend to have nice hair. 
 I walked in to the back of the room. I am good at being in 
the back of rooms. I was there in high school, I probably would be 
in the back of some college classroom right now if I hadn’t been too 
nervous to go. If I hadn’t paid tuition and never showed up. 
 Get comfortable. O.K. Sit up straight and EXHALE. Yes, 
exhale… ahhhh…
 Do we need to say that? I ask. I’m getting hot and I can feel 
my fingertips going a little numb. I don’t think I’m ready yet.
 Excuse me? What? Please concentrate. O.K. Everyone, Ah-
hhh….
 No. Wait. But do we have to make that noise? That ahhhh 
noise?  Uh oh. In, out. In, out. 
 Please, what was your name? Janice? (No) Try to relax, 
and if it feels good to ahhhh… when you exhale, do it. Just let the 
breathing come naturally. Remember everybody, this action goes 
on all day without your conscious effort. Why are we here? To 
learn to relax so that we can let our bodies do their job. O.K. Sit up 
straight and Ahhhh….
 Right. I can do it, so exhale Ah…. But here is my issue. Now 
I am conscious of every one else’s Ahhhhing and mine may be too 
loud. Ahhhh. Yes. Someone is looking at me. Oh god, exhale. Ahhh. 
Out. Outoutout. BAM!
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 Dr. Do told me that what I needed first was a psychiatrist 
and then I could come back. He gave me the number of this man 
who is good with anxiety. Which must mean that I have anxiety. 
Interesting. I am not going to call him, because I’m tired of always 
being sent somewhere else because Dr. Bentley the hypnotist; who 
had been recommended by Dr. Pokes the acupuncturist, who I had 
been sent to by Dr. Strong the massage therapist, had sent me to 
this Dr. Do fellow and now I was being sent away again, but I will 
do something. Look, before when I used to talk to people everyone 
accused me of not doing anything for myself but this time I will. I 
will shut myself up in my apartment until I figure it out to. No jig-
gling chins, No Dr.’s, just me. And I won’t come out. Not for any-
thing
 But I’ve been in here all evening and now I’m missing the 
fat tap dancer, and not because I need her to talk to me but because 
I need something to do with my hands and I would like to draw 
her chin. I need her inspiration so I start to pace. I see the broom 
in the kitchen and feel like doing something with it so I start to tap 
it against the ceiling and nothing happens. I do it louder and you 
know what she does? She starts tap dancing! I can hear her! And 
she’s tapping, tap, tap, tapping so I start thrusting the broomstick 
harder against the ceiling and white chalk begins to fall and it’s 
more winderful than any winter snow I have ever seen. 
 Tap. Tap tap tap. Stop tapping! I scream at her and the ceil-
ing dust gets in my throat and I can’t breathe and I start choking. 
Oh no. In. Out. In, out. InoutInout. And then my front door opens 
and there she is! My fat, tap dancing neighbor. Her skin is shining 
with sweat and the aftershock of the tapping is still reverberating on 
her beautiful gobble. Oh, I am so happy to see her. She comes when 
every one else sends me away. So I tell her, I say, You are the most 
beautiful dancer I’ve ever heard. I am so alone and your tapping is 
like joy beating it’s way back in to life. Your tapping is like me, fast 
and nervous but that’s just the way it is and I accept it! Your tapping 
is strong and forceful, like I want to be. Like I aspire to be!




 As a child, before I remembered events and people in 
words, my great grandmother feeds me Gingersnap cookies and 
cranberry juice before walking me to her sewing desk to watch her 
sort pieces of cloth cut to uniform four by fours. Her tight white 
curls bob at the desk and her glasses perch on her nose. I help 
sort, but to my liking, not hers. Patient, she hands me her scraps 
as a distraction and I paw through them selecting fabric to hand 
sew into pillows for barn kittens. Later, at perhaps age four or five, 
Grandma Hallie gives me hand-crocheted slippers. Her house sits 
in view of mine and my mother does not stop me from wearing 
them home. The soles are worn thin and stained with dust when 
I reach our porch. In the house I grew up in with my brother and 
sister, we store our family quilt. It is a pinwheel pattern of colors I 
will never think of as pretty, maybe one panel here or there, but not 
everything mixed together. My great grandmother quilted until her 
hands failed in precision.
 My internal quilt is much the same as the Montanan plains 
I grew up on. I can see only so far into that which surrounds me, 
but at the center I stand euphoric. Each pinwheel direction curves 
slightly near the tip into a distant blue horizon blurring with sky. I 
do not know what lies in these faraways. I do not know how they 
pattern love, rage, sadness, and hope. I know only that I stand in 
the center and take steps in all directions. I hold memories and 
hope tight against my chest and forge forward, leaving, transition-
ing, running away, simply going. 
 We leave the ground in a rush. Brown flats, black bulls and 
green speckled hills blur as the engine revs. This is the first leav-
ing I remember, but I question this myself. Is this my grandfather’s 
last flight or just one of many? The roar and the motion of the 
four-person white and blue Cessna Skyplane tugs me deep into 
the seat. I feel my feet leave the ground first and my cousin’s glee-
ful cry marries with my grandfather’s chuckle. Gasping, my arms 
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shoot forward and beg for a purchase to pull myself to the window. 
I’ve never seen my home this fast and will not again. Only takeoff 
remains in my memory. We may have chased antelope off the fields, 
Grandpa flying eye level with the brown and white buck intent on 
eating our crops, matching speed, both leaving dust behind them. 
We may have flown past our water tanks and windmills to make 
sure they held enough water. We may have flown over our hills 
searching for our yearlings summering unmanaged. Grandpa sells 
this plane in what my family remembers as ’88. I flew with him 
several times but know of only that one flight. 
 The summers of my childhood merge to form a yellow 
house overlooking the San Francisco Bay. Planes fly into the airport 
and I watch them with delight but do not grasp what their goings 
and comings mean. Instead, I eat my sourdough toast slathered 
in peanut butter and dwell in the moment, too young to peer into 
the blurry blue. I repeat this well into my teens. My mom’s mother 
always makes sure I have a seat at the dinner table looking out the 
window. Grandma sits with me, quietly watching the planes circle 
the bay and approach. We stretch our necks to see the landing strip 
as the plane begins its final decent. The bay seems too big and too 
close to the runway. 
 My older cousin Bernard pulls the orange California Raisins 
shirt over his clothes. My younger cousin Josh holds the beige ver-
sion of the shirt at arm’s length. I’m ushered inside to change into 
teal. Mom proudly unveils our matching shirts to my grandparents 
and my aunts and my uncles. We think we are cool, matching in age 
and apparel. The camera flashes fade dark as we run out the gate to 
the cattle guard. The road silent. We play in the ditch. We climb the 
fence. We cross the iron bars. The cooling wind sustains our games 
into dusk. A final image captured. Three kids, two blond and a red 
head with freckles, sit on the sides of the cattle guard V. Josh’s hat 
is sideways and he grins, looking straight into the camera. Bernard 
holds a straw to his chin in age appropriate antics, looking straight 
into the camera. The wind slicks my hair forward as I stare away 
from the ranch, our homestead blurred behind me. I have always 
been leaving and perhaps only now truly look back to what I aban-
doned. 
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 I go home and wonder how I would feel if the ranch had 
changed since my last return. Perhaps I would feel it acceptable 
since I have changed too. But home is static in the best and worst 
sense. Static in the way that when I return home the pickup trucks 
are parked in the same order, the carrots grow in the same place I 
picked out with Dad when I was still in diapers, the paint on the 
buildings is fresh and the same shade as before. I return home and 
ask the ranch to be bigger, to mean more, to be different from when 
I left. But what else can a ranch offer? What else can a ranch be? 
My parents never wanted me, my brother, or my sister to stay. My 
grandparents felt the same. They knew there was more to the world 
than wide skies, stretching plains and John Deeres.
  Grandma Gloriette sits in the front of the car at the park 
tying a scarf over her hair. I’m young enough not to know my age. 
Grandpa Ed, who dies before I understand death past something 
sad, sits in the driver’s seat waiting for Grandma to finish. This is 
our tradition. In the afternoon, we walk to the park near the Catho-
lic church and school my mother attended. We cross ourselves, 
Father, Son, Holy Ghost, as we pass the entrance and continue 
down the hill to the park. Some afternoons we go late in the day 
and snack at the concession stand. Grandpa promises not to tell my 
mother. I promise not to tell Grandma. Today, the wind blows the 
park trees back and forth. Grandma insists we drive. I can see the 
cable car sitting in the middle of the San Bruno Park. I can climb 
through the windows, twirl on the poles, swing from the monkey 
bars and race the other kids in light, brown sand. My family’s visits 
to California revolve around this for me. Grandma smiles in the 
rearview mirror and her hands slow. I stare at the pink cloth she re-
adjusts again and again. I tell her she looks pretty but she unties the 
scarf again. My grandfather laughs, turns in his seat and tells me to 
go ahead; he’ll keep an eye on me until Grandma finishes. Without 
a thought, a thanks, or a concern, I’m gone in the next moment. I 
might not have even shut the door. 
 Grandma Helen cries in front of me for the first time the 
day I stop to say goodbye on my way to college. I tear immediately. 
She tells me she is proud and to go accomplish great things. She as-
sures me the ranch will always be there and slips me a twenty dollar 
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bill and a tin of cookies, a ritual to be repeated each visit. Grandpa 
Lew hugs me and tells me to drive safe and to change the oil in my 
car regularly, instructions that Dad has written down and stuffed 
into the owner’s manual. I stand in a half circle surrounding my car 
with the people who raised me. I think I will always return to the 
ranch and realize I will know no other place as home. My reasons 
for leaving are clear. There’s more away from the ranch. 
 Dad left the ranch for a Heating and Conditioning program. 
Aunt Jane became a teacher like Grandma and holds a master’s 
degree. Aunt Mary works as a hospital administrator and fills in 
as a nurse when needed. My brother, sister, and I follow suit. She 
leaves for fashion merchandising in St. Paul, Minnesota. He leaves 
for drafting in Powell, Wyoming. I leave for athletic training in 
Missoula, Montana. We do not stay on the ranch. My mother tells 
me she wanted me to do other things, to not get stuck as she almost 
did.
 When my mother was my age, she worked as a word proces-
sor at a law firm. Mom works three 12 hour days and has four days 
off. Her job consists of transcribing briefs into the new computer of 
the late 70s. She plans on meeting a lawyer and dating for the usual 
amount of time before marrying. Instead, a friend persuades her 
to come to Montana for a vacation. Montana rings foreign on her 
tongue but she agrees. Dad lives in the bunkhouse at the Montanan 
ranch and they meet Mom’s first night. 
 “Shannon, I never planned on leaving San Francisco. I was 
fine there, but looking back I know I was stuck there too. If I hadn’t 
met your dad, I can’t say I would have ever left.”  
 She tells me not to let myself get stuck too.
 When I return to the ranch after a school year away, I have 
lost my upbringing. Turning my car down our dirt road, parts of 
ranch life comes back: the ranch sensibility, the conversations about 
the weather, the commentaries on who moved their cow-calf pairs 
off the calving grounds first. The rush of emotion hits me when I 
see Grandma for the first time since Christmas. She hugs me and 
ushers me to the kitchen table. Grandpa holds the caramel rolls 
close to his chest and heads to the bunk house. Grandma calls him 
and holds out her hand for the rolls. The next morning, I relearn 
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how to drive a stick shift much to the amusement of my father, 
brother and grandfather. 
 “We put in a new transmission around March,” Dad tells me 
through the open window.
 “It’s a little touchy,” Grandpa chuckles.
 My brother smirks as I let out the clutch and bounce for-
ward only to stop abruptly. I look at the pedals and turn the key 
again. The pickup growls as I give it more gas and wait for my foot 
to feel the wheels start to catch. The pickup shoots forward and I 
swerve quickly to miss the tractor implement. I hear Grandpa call 
out, “Whoa there!”  My brother asks if he can drive and I ignore 
him. We go from stock tank to stock tank making sure the pumps 
work and he fills me in on everything else I have forgotten.
 I’ve been off the ranch for eight years and I now question 
my reasons for leaving each day. I tell myself that it was time, going 
to college was the right thing to do. I tell myself it was expected. I 
tell myself I would have been as stuck as my mother in San Fran-
cisco if I didn’t leave. I look around my apartment, I tell myself I am 
home, but when I say home, I simply mean here, in the shell that I 
live in that I call home to prevent being 26 and displaced. Here, I 
put up curtains, dig through the bargain bin for art prints, and iron 
tablecloths so it looks like I care. This space, this apartment that I 
treat like a storage unit, looks like a home. This space is familiar like 
a home and holds some memories, but this is only a transition. 
 Shoes go in the gray tub, coins in a circular gray tray. Coat, 
carry-on, bag, and belt illuminate on the x-ray screen and I am 
waved through the metal detector. John, the site director, hugs me 
at the gate and we exchange a look that questions. We are both 
22 and have been hired to run five weeks of basketball camps in 
Anchorage, Alaska. We are kids ourselves, swollen with confidence 
and delusions. This summer we will hate our jobs, hate pretending 
that we are ready for this responsibility. We will work under Sam 
who I am afraid of for his commitment to his organization and 
ruthlessness. 
 Sam rarely hesitates before making examples of his employ-
ees in front of the young campers. He singles out a first year coach 
and gives her no reprieve. John and I see that she wants this camp, 
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this experience, these friends, but we cannot cancel Sam out and 
she quits two weeks into her five week contract. I hate myself for 
not standing up to him in time. Later, he boasts that he made her 
quit. In a way he is right but he never knew her or the other ties 
that pulled her home. I tell him he did not make her leave, but his 
eyes tell me he doesn’t believe me. She is only three years younger 
than John and I. 
 This summer I get tired of asking God for every little thing 
as is the custom of the coaches and the parents of the campers. John 
and I deal with broken arms, staff exhaustion, scheduling gyms, 
buses and sessions. We live off cereal, moose burgers a local parent 
made us, raspberry Red Bull smoothies, and Advil. We skip staff 
sightseeing trips to make sure camp runs smoothly. Sleep doesn’t 
exist. We successfully close our Anchorage camp and fly to Billings, 
Montana, to repeat. I tire of playing adult. I’m 22 and missed out on 
Alaska. Sam emails me to tell me I will work for him at headquar-
ters sometime in my life. I cannot reply. At the end of the summer, 
I resign, telling Sam it’s too hard to take summers off of work. Only 
John knows my real reason.
 Grandma Gloriette celebrated her 90th birthday at the Cliff 
House above Half Moon Bay. It wasn’t until everyone left that she 
collapsed from exhaustion and I realized she was slowly transition-
ing. Death became something real, something that still meant sad-
ness, but also emptiness, regret and questioning. Religion held no 
solace, I’m not sure it ever will again. Like the land, it hasn’t grown 
with me and I fear it may never. I watch my aunt hold my Grandma 
upright in the entryway. I know of nothing to do besides call my 
mother again and again, willing her to pick up her phone before she 
gets too far away. 
 “Mom, Grandma collapsed.”
 Nothing.
 “Mom, you need to come back to the Cliff House now. They 
called an ambulance. Mom. I don’t know what to do.”
 I hear her tell my father to turn the car around, then noth-
ing. I stand outside the entry and listen to the waves crashing on 
the beach below. Cars filled with people coast down the hill. I want 
everyone to stop. I want someone to tell me what to do. I want 
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to hear sirens so I know help is coming. My aunt sits calmly with 
Grandma, checking her pulse and her breathing. The moment is 
not chaotic, but I am. I watch them through the window until I feel 
a hand on my shoulder.
 “Where?” my mother asks.
 Four years later, at Gloriette’s funeral, we sit on my aunt’s 
patio and reminisce. Mom tells the story about Grandma run-
ning over her foot with a lawnmower because she wouldn’t listen 
to Grandma’s cautions. My aunt talks about the time her young 
daughter ingested a vodka screwdriver left unattended one Christ-
mas Eve and Grandma’s wise words: “Let her sleep it off and don’t 
leave your drinks on the table.” Dad laughs about the first time 
he visited Grandma and how he accidentally opened the blinds 
before she had changed out of her robe one morning. My uncle 
reads pages from her journal, a task that she had assigned him after 
collapsing at the Cliff House. She writes of visiting family on the 
Russian River and swimming in muddy waters. 
 I grasp for a story to tell, but none of them seem right. In 
old age, Grandma stopped ordering a main course when we took 
her out to dinner. It was too much and she wanted dessert instead. 
We would hide our vegetables that Mom made her cook for din-
ner under artichoke leaves. We scanned the Sunday San Francisco 
Chronicle for new movie releases planning on taking an early lunch 
to drive to Tanforan and watch a flick. I don’t know how to tell 
these stories and on the flight home, regret not having at least tried.
 Great Grandma Hallie understood how to piece together 
a quilt from scraps. She took what she had at her hands and put it 
into a pattern that I may never understand. I look on my quilt and 
see only swatches amounting to a few pinwheels, some I like, some 
I long to shred, some I wish I could do over and some patterned 
tentatively on butcher paper. I sewed many pinwheels in Califor-
nia, with my mother’s people, an equal number were cut out with 
my father’s people on the ranch. I do not choose my color palate 
or arrangement, it comes together alone and makes little sense. 
Some panels will not make the finished quilt. Several moments will 
fill in the blurry blue and solidify into a directional branch of my 
pinwheel design. Grandma Hallie understood how a quilt becomes 
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thread barren from use or neglect and how other swatches become 
softer with age. When I return to the ranch, I pull my family’s quilt 
up to my chin and sleep surly.
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When the Meadowlark Sings 
From the Tire Swing Tree
Reed Gifford
My friend, the abominable meadowlark‐
yellow breasted and perched afar,
whistles with wit,
that lambasting riff,
he is the foreman of this frontier.
My amusement, the rogue rancher‐
weather tested and tried tired,
lumbers through the rattlesnake wheat.
A two by four in tow, covered in muddy blue plastic
he flips it on to his broad flannel shoulders, rests both wrists on the beam.
Takes a second to look up, before moving on,
he is crucified in grain.
My downfall, the rogue rancher’s daughter‐
lily of life in land that is harsh,
she teeters on a tire swing,
hung from the same bow on which the lark is now perched.
Her favorite smell is new puppy,
and she blends well with honey.
She teases when she travels,
says it’s her that brought the sun.
In truth‐ she’s being followed.
Witness how her innocence can guilt‐
even the gall of thunderhead clouds.
Neither rancher nor lark,
may take this from her.
She is purer than saturated sage meadows
in springtime release.
She is the reason 
for the rogue rancher’s labors,
thus, she is the source 
of the meadowlark’s warn.
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Sweetbread for Peach Girl
Grace Yon
 On a dry day in 1667, a peasant tending to one of the rice 
patties spread around the city of Edo felt the hairs rise on the back 
of his neck as he worked, fitting the torn rice stalks back into the 
knee-deep in water.  His neck and shoulders were burnt from weeks 
of fierce sun, and his body was streaked with the chalky mud that 
nurtured the budding plants.  A breeze blew behind him, heavy 
with the scent of lightning, and he stood sharply, his arms covered 
in mud to the elbow from guiding the stalks into the soft earth.  A 
samurai stood above him on the high road to Edo, silent as Mount 
Fuji, as if he too had always been there.  His hair was pulled back 
into a knot at the back of his head, and his face was still.  A long, 
elegant sword hung in its sheath at the right side of his belt, the 
dark blue cloth of his kimono broken by a pattern of delicate white 
cherry blossoms.
 “Bakemono,” the peasant whispered, feeling old and stiff as 
a cool wind blew across his bare shoulders.  He had heard of this 
samurai, stories whispered in the depth of night as the wind howled 
and spit against the paper walls in his son’s house.   
 In the season of the baiu, when the rains mix with dust and 
soil and the murky water runs through the streets of Edo like the 
blood of the earth, the warrior who wears his sword on the wrong 
side is gone.  He wanders, calling no place home in the way of his 
brethren, the samurai who have dedicated their life to the purifica-
tion and isolation of the mind.  They wear no armor; goodwill and 
righteousness are their armor.  They have no enemy but incautious-
ness, no body but fortitude, no power but honesty and simplicity. 
Lightning flashes against the steely sky, and it is his eyes.  The thick, 
heavy air is his breath, as steady and spontaneous as the thunder 
that rolls across the earth.
 The peasants who live and work around the town call him 
bakemono, the phantom, the monster.  When he comes to Edo in 
the spring, walking steadily across the high roads in his wooden 
sandals, they make the sign to ward off bad spirits and huddle to-
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gether, whispering long into the night with the comfort of firelight 
reflected in their eyes.  He is tall like a demon and makes no more 
noise than the rustle of a cool summer breeze on paper walls.  He is 
there and he is not there, but always, before the season of the taifu, 
he returns to Edo.
 This year the samurai’s movements are stiff.  The wind 
works its way through the thick folds of his kimono and deep into 
his bones, awaking old aches that have lain dormant for seasons 
under scarred skin.  He stands on the high road and looks out at 
the massive expanse of Edo, the largest city in Japan.  It has lost 
something of the brightness that he remembers from his youth.  
The embers of passion within him glow dimly, remnants of the fire 
he once stoked in the forge of his heart.
 With a dry wind pushing at his back, he stands firm on the 
high road and rubs the palm of his right hand with pale fingers. 
 “Hey, Tora!” gale-force winds whipped the words at him 
from down the street, twisting the sentences apart into fragments 
that were carried up into the fierce sunlight like so many strips of 
paper.  “Waiting…” the wind brought nothing more to him and he 
ran to catch up, knowing that Tomo was waiting for him, always 
waiting at the corner three long blocks from the schoolhouse where 
the smells from the bakery wafted so enticingly out into the dry air.  
The wind stole each breath from his lips as he tried to inhale, and 
he was panting by the time he reached the corner.  An especially 
powerful gust lashed his face and arms with dust and grit from the 
wide road.  Tomo’s laugh was stolen away too quickly, and all he 
saw through squinted eyes were the remnants of a passing grin.
 “What took you so long?” Tora shrugged and fell into step 
with his tall friend, nearly taking two steps for each one of Tomo’s.  
He was unusually short for his age.  It seemed like every week his 
father berated him for being so small, but each night before she 
tucked him into bed his mother reassured him that he would grow, 
whispering so as not to wake his tall brothers snoring in the next 
room. 
 “Soon they’re going to need two blankets instead of one,” 
she laughed, her lilting voice rocking him to sleep like the gentle 
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lull of the ocean, teasing him with his blanket as she smoothed 
it neatly across his chest.  “Their toes stick out of these ones.” He 
knew he should laugh, but jealousy coiled around his throat.  It 
poked at the wound in his self-confidence that Tomo was tall, too.  
His father loved Tomo and always praised him for how much he 
had grown, how he would be a good, proud man some day.  Tora 
stayed in the background as much as possible, preferring not to be 
noticed so that he could slip into the kitchen to help his mother 
prepare the evening meal.  There was peace in the crisp thunk that 
the knife made each time it sliced through a ripe vegetable.
 “The air tastes like thunder,” said Tomo, rolling the words 
around on his tongue like they had a taste too.  Everything was new 
to him.  Tora felt the brightness in things just like he did, but they 
were so much harder for him to express—the words welled up in 
his throat all at once and never came out in the right order. 
 “I guess so.  Do you think it’s going to rain?”
 “Maybe.” Tomo turned his face upwards, squinting as if he 
could see around the sun to the clouds that poured over the distant 
mountains like the thick steam of rice left to boil for too long. 
 Tora eyed his schoolbag enviously.  His family did not have 
enough money to send him to school.  Instead, he worked as an 
apprentice in the blacksmith’s shop.  While Tomo finished each day 
bursting to tell him about the new things they had learned or the 
new kanji he could write, Tora was just tired and sore, his hands 
stained from working in the smoky forge.  The one good thing 
about working for the blacksmith was that he earned a small allow-
ance, something that even Tomo could not boast about.  It was not 
much, but he managed to save up enough each year to buy a birth-
day present for his little sister, Yuki. 
 Her name meant snow, but Tora called her Momoko in-
stead.  Peach child.  Her birthday was the first of March, when the 
snow had long since melted from everywhere but the old, wizened 
cap of Mount Fuji.  March was the month of peaches, when their 
living room was full of the proud hina-ningyo display, the special 
dolls that families set out for their daughters during the Peach Fes-
tival. 
 “I’ve got to go,” Tora said, bowing slightly to his friend and 
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waving at the bakery where he always bought Yuki’s present, one 
of the dorayaki she loved so much.  The thin cakes were sweetened 
with honey and filled with warm bean paste.  The inside of the 
bakery smelled delicious, and it was hard for Tora not to spend all 
of the coins that jingled heavily in his pocket on the sweet cakes 
and candies displayed around the shop.  They were a luxury that he 
could not often afford for himself.  Clenching his jaw against the 
desire that welled within him, Tora marched up to the counter and 
bowed to the baker, a balding man with a wide smile. 
 “Two dorayaki, please.  They’re for my sister,” the baker’s 
smile stretched into his eyes and he went into the back of the shop.  
Tora felt a burning need to confide in the baker.  He had the kind 
of genuine, inviting smile that pulled the truth out from between 
your eyes and left you reeling.  Tora felt that he had given the man 
a small part of him, a tiny piece of the brotherly love that filled 
his young heart.  When he returned, the baker handed Tora a bag 
beautifully wrapped in thin paper.  With a deep bow, he paid for the 
dorayaki and rushed out of the bakery, eager to get the warm cakes 
to his sister.
 She was already waiting when he rounded the corner, her 
elbows propped on the gate to their small yard.  It was a sanctuary 
meant to separate the house from the noise and bustle of the city, 
a natural boundary like the thick fabric curtain that hung in his 
kitchen.  Their mother had braided Yuki’s hair, and it was tied with 
a red ribbon between her shoulder blades.  She wore a simple ki-
mono patterned with peach blossoms, the thick band wrapped tight 
around her tiny waist. 
 They ate the dorayaki together on a flat rock under a mo-
miji tree, the elegant maple whose leaves radiated lucky reds and 
oranges in the fall.  The branches bent gracefully like the thin arms 
of geisha, always angled just out of reach, and the wind whipped 
the green spring leaves into their laps.  Yuki dipped her feet into the 
small pond as they ate, laughing at the fish that nibbled her toes, 
scattering when a falling leaf broke the surface of the water. 
 “Happy birthday,” he said, and she rested her head on his 
shoulder, licking the last of the sticky bean paste from her palm.  
This is peace, he thought, and closed his eyes against the prickling 
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wind.  His young heart fluttered in his chest, and the pain of work 
forced upon too young a spirit eased quietly from his aching hands.  
Up above, the wind drove the clouds quickly across the sky, rushing 
away the carefree days of his youth.
 The next morning, Tora awoke to darkness and heard the 
happy crackling of a fire.  He was at the thin door that separated his 
room from the long hallway in an instant, afraid that his mother 
had started cooking breakfast without him.
 “Haha,” he called to her, stepping lightly to keep the cold 
from seeping up through his feet, “wait for me!”
 The sliding door was warm to the touch, and the thick, 
milky paper all but crumbled beneath his fingers.  The hallway 
gaped red and orange, the giant, hungry maw of a demon come to 
swallow his family whole.  The kitchen was already in flame, and 
the thick smoke that poured at him from his parents’ room filled 
his lungs with burning blackness. 
 “Haha!  Chichi!” he called out to them, but his voice was 
thin and the fire burned his throat.  Coughing and narrowing his 
eyes against the lantern brightness of the flames, he stretched his 
arms in front of him and fumbled down the hallway, inching closer 
to the fire.  His parents’ room was a furnace.  It was too close to the 
center of the fire, and he shielded his eyes from the intense heat that 
lapped at him below the low-hanging smoke.  His brothers were 
still asleep, though the smoke curled around their feet and snaked 
up toward their faces, slowly encasing their bodies.  His cries woke 
them, and they flailed to keep the burning ash from their eyes and 
mouths.  A sudden pang of fear gripped his pounding heart as he 
remembered his sister, still sleeping alone in her bedroom.  She 
was so small and fragile, he was afraid that the fire would melt her 
gentle heart like so much snow.
 The hallway was warmer now, and the flames lapped more 
confidently, strengthened by the wood and paper they had already 
devoured. 
 “Momo!” he called, shielding his eyes from the heat as he 
ran through the house, racing against the voracious flames.
 Half of the ceiling had collapsed, and he dug frantically 
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through the smoldering rubble to get to her, burning his hands on 
the hot, ashen wood.  It crumbled away and left sharp blackness un-
der his fingernails.  Above him, what was left of the ceiling groaned. 
The whole house was in pain, devoured from the inside by the 
searing flames that lapped at its wooden skeleton.  With a dull crack 
like the sound of a knife against a cutting board, the beam above 
Tora finally gave way.  It pinned his right hand to the pile of rubble 
that separated him from Yuki and burrowed thick splinters deep 
into his arms.
 The pain was hotter, sharper than the flames and it shot 
from his fingers to his wrist, burning white against the flicker-
ing darkness of his tightly shut eyelids.  With his good arm, Tora 
tugged at the thick timber, the pain in his hand swallowing all other 
pain as he ripped and tore and pushed against the beam with des-
perate strength.  His hand pulled free and the momentum carried 
him through to the other side of the room in one awkward motion.  
The first clear thought that forced through the throbbing, burning 
pain eating away at his mind was how cold Yuki felt in his arms.  
The soot from his hands left dark streaks on her skin.
 “Yuki,” he whispered her name as a prayer, hoping that the 
heat radiating from his palms would wake her.  A mantra welled up 
from the inky depths of his stomach and bubbled like tar from his 
dry, burning lips.
 “Please don’t be dead.”
 He thought of his family as he held her to his chest and 
scrabbled over the rubble, pushing them both through a charred 
hole in the wall at the end of the hallway.  His heart leapt as his feet 
left the ground.  There was bound to be help outside, someone who 
could revive his sister and reassure him that everything was going 
to be alright.  His feet folded beneath him and he rolled, the dust 
from the road crowding his mouth and eyes and mixing like ink 
with the soot-black sweat that rolled down his body. 
 “Please don’t be dead.”
 He sat up slowly, still cradling Yuki in his arms, and the red 
glow of the monster was all around him, filling his eyes with its 
insatiable hunger.  People ran screaming through the streets, their 
ash-filled lungs burning until all their breath had burnt away.  As 
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far as he could see, orange flames broke through the smoke that 
poured around him.
 Edo was burning.
 A passing monk came out of the smoke, his umber robes 
stained black.  He heard Tora’s anguished cries and took Yuki from 
his arms, cradling her to his body with the same love and respect 
that the young boy had done.  One of her arms flopped out of the 
monk’s embrace and for a moment Tora saw the scrap of thin, deli-
cate paper still clenched in her tiny fist.
 “Wait,” Tora called as the monk turned from him, “Is she 
dead?”
 The monk did not hear, and he was swallowed up in the 
crowd that filled the streets.  All that Tora saw was the reflection of 
the flames in the sweat on his bald crown.  Desperately, he ran to 
catch up, using his elbows to squeeze through throngs of wailing 
people whose identities had been stolen by the clouds of ash that 
blackened their faces.  He alone followed the ghost monk through 
waves of walking dead, their hearts eaten away by the flames that 
had devoured their homes and families. 
 Then Tora ran.  The heat gave new life to his muscles and he 
pushed them harder than he had ever done before, pumping with 
the newfound strength of a quiet child who has never run with sun 
on his face and the wind at his back.  He ran for his sister and his 
mother and even for his father, for his brothers who now walked 
among the husks of people traipsing from the city.  He ran past 
buildings that had been completely consumed by the fire and now 
lay moldering in charred heaps.  He ran past the elementary school 
he had never gone to and the forge where he had worked to earn 
money for his family, now dark and empty, the fire at its heart rag-
ing wild through the city.  He ran until his thin legs burned and his 
right hand throbbed, ran until the heavy smell of smoke and death 
no longer filled his nostrils.  Then he collapsed onto the road, and 
his last thought before the fingers of sweet blackness crept across 
his mind was how cool and peaceful the dirt felt under his broken 
body.
 Tora awoke slowly, dazed, the sunlight creeping dark red 
under his swollen eyelids.  He was in the outskirts of the city, where 
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the houses and buildings gradually gave way to yellow fields.  It 
was a hot morning and the air was dry with the ash that had blown 
from the city.  Tora sat with his hand in his lap, cradling the swol-
len, burnt skin gently against the cool dirt between his legs.  He 
could not feel his fingers.  Behind him, Edo was still burning, and 
the smoke masked the smell of the sweet dry grass that lay to either 
side of the road.  Up above, the wind drove the clouds quickly 
across the sky, rushing into a dark and uncertain future. 
 An old man came up the road behind him, carrying a heavy 
reed basket across his wide shoulders. 
 “So,” he said, his sigh like a gentle breeze despite the strong 
wind that blew against them. “Edo burns again.”  He extended a 
hand and pulled the small boy to his feet, sweeping cloudy eyes 
over the sweat and soot that stained his nightclothes.  Tora cried 
for a long time into the coarse fabric of the man’s cheap kimono.  
It was old and torn from traveling, and the life that it carried gave 
Tora some comfort against the hollow tides of darkness that threat-
ened to wash him away.  The old man lifted him gently, supporting 
the boy’s head in the crook of his arm as he had done with his own 
children years before.
 “Come on,” he murmured, “let’s find you something to eat.” 
Tora felt the vibrations of the man’s deep voice in his chest, but he 
was safe and sleep had already begun to reclaim his throbbing body. 
He eased quickly into peace.
 The samurai walks slowly into town, measuring the paces 
that still rest deep within his heart.  Edo is always growing, but he 
knows where to go.  Deep in the center, the shops and buildings 
have resisted change, tied to the land itself by the force of his mem-
ories.  He turns a corner and smells the warm bakery before he sees 
it.  The kind baker looks up from his work and a wide smile spreads 
across his aging features.  He hands the samurai a bag wrapped in 
delicate paper and bows, the weight of truth resting heavy on his 
old heart.  The samurai eats his dorayaki on a flat rock past the 
outskirts of the city, and the red bean paste tastes bittersweet.  The 
wind drives the clouds quickly across the sky, dragging his heavy 
heart further from the memories that anchor him to Edo.
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I Am Listening to Hear Where 
You Are
John Brown
 In response to a prompt in English Class, my friend Dan 
said that “Holland, 1945” was the perfect song. I didn’t get it. It 
sounded like noise to me. When I finally listened to the In the 
Aeroplane Over the Sea all the way through, I wanted to be mar-
ried and buried to it. It is that much joy and sorrow packed into 
a song that sounds like the Buzzcocks-do-Balkans-do-mariachi.  
About twice a year, I thank Dan profusely for introducing me to it. 
He gives an awkward look, shuffles his feet a little, and tries walk 
away.  It is strange that someone I used to get into regular fist-fights 
with  would introduce me to such a life-changing work. We sort 
of connected over the album, though, after we were through that 
stage. But only sort of. In a way, I have been searching for someone 
to connect to deeply over this album, as deeply as I’ve connected to 
it. I used to carelessly lend it to people, possibly driving some away. 
I was set up on a date with this girl, Lynsey, my sophomore year of 
high school. But by some providence, when I lent her In the Aero-
plane, it began one of the most gratifying, beautiful, painful, tortur-
ous friendships I have ever had or ever will. 
  Love is a strange and awful. I loved Lynsey. I never loved 
my first and only serious girlfriend. I told her I loved her, I tried to 
express it to the best of my abilities, but the feeling wasn’t there. She 
was young, and because of that, I probably royally fucked her up. 
But I loved Lynsey. Passionately, deeply, unconditionally, uncontrol-
lably.  At certain points in our friendship, you could probably call 
what we had an emotional relationship. But I was as awkward and 
clumsy as the boy in “Two Headed Boy”, fumbling in the dark with 
the one he loves on a sexual misadventure, as Jeff Mangum strains 
to capture all of that emotion in his frail voice; but the damage 
I caused was a deeper kind. I wanted all of Lynsey; I wanted her 
deeply sexual side in addition to her emotional side.  I was young 
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enough to think that if I waited long enough I could marry her.  
In keeping with the album, I had no idea how silly this sounded 
with my youth and inexperience.  I became so consumed with the 
idea of a family with her that I turned into a monster; driving her 
friends, my friends, and finally her away from me for some time. 
  In the Aeroplane is very much about the missteps and 
stumbles of adolescence.  Sex is everywhere, and the act of it is 
clumsy and exploratory. Parents are monsters, siblings are martyrs. 
Underneath it all is this great yearning for something you cannot 
explain and will never be able to.  Sometimes, it feels like greatness 
in incubation; others, it feels like some piece of ancient knowledge 
locked away. But as I grow, this feeling is subverted by a sense of 
settling and compromise, where this feeling gets buried under 
bonds, bills, and responsibilities of the modern world.  As an adult, 
you cannot understand. I can still touch and taste my adolescence, 
from the first awkward attempts at intimacy to the inevitable pain 
of growing up. I understand I will lose touch with this if I do not 
make a regular effort to reach out to it. I am not sure whether that 
this effort helps me or hurts me. Probably both. 
 I recently went on a date with a girl called Lena. She’s 
beautiful. She has dirty blond hair with feathers tied into it, and 
the most gorgeous array of sweaters draped over this thin, elegant 
frame. She has this voice that on first listen sounds airy and aloof, 
but as I got to know it I began to understand that it was just at a su-
preme state of relaxation. She loves Frida, red wine, and moonlight.  
At the time I met her, I had been listening to a lot of Van Morrison, 
and it was as if she had stepped out of Astral Weeks. When we first 
met in this one once-a-week class, she seemed really engaged in 
me, but me not so much in her. As we got to know each other, this 
reversed. She hasn’t returned a call in two weeks, despite being civil 
and possibly flirty in class. She believes in forest spirits and Mother 
Earth. I’m a very lapsed Catholic and a worshiper at the altar of sci-
ence. She enchanted me though.
   On In the Aeroplane, “King of Carrot Flowers Pts. 2 &3” 
opens with the repeated phrase, sang at the top of his voice, of “I 
love you Jesus Christ.”  This part used to make me uncomfortable. 
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Mangum stated in the liner notes that he wasn’t being ironic or in 
character when he sang this; he honestly loves Jesus Christ.  After 
a disastrous Catholic education, Christianity left a bad taste in my 
mouth.  Now, though, I envy his faith. I envy his ability to believe 
and have an answer to the yearning and the pain. I envy the hope 
that faith brings. By extension, I envy Lena, even if I found her 
beliefs to be hokum.  Because of this I wanted to tell her everything. 
I thought that she would get In the Aeroplane. We got back to my 
room and started listening to records. I put on In the Aeoplane and 
sat next to her, leaned up against my dresser. I don’t know what I 
expected to happen. Maybe she’d exclaim in the utter wonder of 
discovery. Maybe she’d look deep into my eyes and find a soul like 
hers. Maybe she’d kiss me outright. She said, “Oh, I know these 
guys. I like them.” it could not have been worse if she hated them. 
At least we would have had something to talk about. 
 I switched to Bon Iver and set a romantic mood. There was 
a moment, a fleeting, overpowering moment, where things would 
have happened between us, where a kiss and a passion could  de-
velop, and from there something more than a kiss and a passion, 
something so unattainable for me that I fail to describe it. But it 
passed in an awkward stream of half-mumbled jokes and stares at 
the floor. I felt her disappointment. She probably felt mine earlier. 
It was in these two climaxes of emotion, desire, and embarrassment 
that I realized that I was still in some way trapped in the glass jar 
mentioned so often in the album. 
 In some way, I felt that if Lena and I had similar souls, she 
could restore my faith. For a year or two now, I have been on a sort 
of quest to find it again, and she seemed like the answer. The speak-
er in In The Aeroplane Over the Sea thought he had the answers at 
the beginning, but by the final song, “Two Headed Boy, Pt. 2”, he 
is in the same place I am. “God is a place where you’ll wait for the 
rest of your life.” I lost God in tiny increments, with every cruel act 
I witnessed in person, with every state-sanctioned murder on the 
news, with every preacher and pope condemnation. I have yet to 
find a counterexample with a same power. 
 I do not just love this album; it is a part of me. And part of 
me wonders if it has a path for me that I can’t escape. The same last 
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song ends with the speaker, the Two Headed Boy, being cared for 
by a woman who feeds him “tomatoes and radio wires” and they, 
“Retire to sheets safe and clean.” But even with all of his wants and 
all of his needs seen to with the greatest of care, he still admonishes, 
“Don’t hate her when she gets up to leave.”  Even as a kid, I never 
believed in fate, but as things become less clear as I acclimate to 
adulthood, I don’t know what to believe. Ultimately, I wonder if 
there is a good reason why no one feels the same for In the Aero-
plane. Maybe there’s a part of people that I never had that protects 
them from that sort of investment, at least of the spiritual side; I 
know many people who are almost frightening in their commit-
ment to their favorite album, but no one who equates it to their 
reason for being. 
 There is one story that I especially connected to about Neu-
tral Milk Hotel. When they were on what would be their last tour, 
Jeff Mangum fell to the floor in sobs as he finished a song. The en-
tire band then put down their instruments and piled on top of him 
in this loving group hug. That was how deeply affected he was by 
his creation. I am certain it is part of the reason why he left song-
writing for good.  Is there a toll to be had for expressing the kind of 
truth contained in that music? Did I find, by accident, a part of the 
original chunk of soul that God cleaved me off of? 
 
 As a Roman Catholic, I am expected to pray the Rosary. 
When I was still practicing, I would do it Thursdays during Lent, 
with classmates. If you don’t know, a rosary has five sections of 
beads, called decades. On each decade, the person praying is sup-
posed to reflect on one of the five Joyful, Luminous, Sorrowful, or 
Glorious Mysteries of faith. Because of the time of year, I was gen-
erally supposed to be reflecting on the sorrowful ones. But, more 
often than not, I would instead reflect on the fact that these were 
mysteries. Theologians may have pondered them for hours on end, 
but at the end of the day, they would throw up their hands and say, 
“God only knows.” I used to hate it so much, because I saw all the 
ugly ignorance in religion as coming from that absolute lack of cu-
riosity and questioning. And now as I want to discover what faith is 
to me, I find myself asking questions as a way to get back. There is 
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still an anger in my belly for what religion does for me, and there is 
a reasonable doubt in my soul for the answers it offers. But in times 
of trouble, I can still get down on my knees and pray and almost 
feel that connection to God I had as a seven year-old. 
 I want to show In the Aeroplane Over the Sea to the women 
I want because it is a cypher to my entire being, and if they can read 
it, maybe they have some answer that I’ve always overlooked, or 
some insight that only I can understand; and maybe, just maybe, 
they themselves are the answer, and somehow inside them and 
on their breath and in their soul is God. But as the pragmatism of 
adulthood settles in my gut, I slowly come to realize that answers 
don’t come like that, from someone else, and that If I can never 
find an answer that satisfies me, I am doomed to look for eternity.  
Now, finally, when I hear Jeff Mangum cry, “God is a place you 
will wait for the rest of your life,” I realize what that means. It’s a 
painful, anguished statement about the futility of my quest  that 
will remain painful and anguished forever. But somehow, through 
some divine insight, I’ve realized that I’ll grow because of this never 
ending journey, and I’ll discover five new questions with every one 
I answer about everything, God and His Creation included, and 
because of this quixotic undertaking I will grow into something 
befitting the creation He is assumed to have made.  
 Through Jeff Mangum, I’ve come to realize that an impor-
tant aspect of faith and love is to leave some questions unanswered. 
It doesn’t mean to stop looking for those answers, but maybe that 
the looking is the most important part. I think I can live with that, 
just like I can live with being alone in the profundity of In the Aero-
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 Teddy watched her glide across the stage. The dark-haired 
Mexican boy had his hand at her waist as she twisted her hips. 
 “Here you are.” The waitress thumped the coaster and drink 
onto the table and left with the second emptied glass.
 Here you are. Yes, here he was at Sassy Cats’ Bar. It was a 
first. His friends were having game night as usual but he wasn’t up 
for cards. He wasn’t up for their infuriating easiness and the clouds 
of cigar smoke that tainted Mrs. McNab’s dining room wallpaper 
yellow. Memories fermented beneath that peeling parchment. No, 
a good drink amongst unfamiliar people was what he needed right 
now. An atmosphere to nourish the dry pain, not starve it to insan-
ity. 
 He gulped down the Cooley in one and slumped back in his 
seat, but somehow his shoulders refused to sag. He hauled back into 
sitting position and slipped his hand into his pocket. His fingers 
touched the cold brass square.
 The guitar’s last strum was muffled by wind rattling at the 
door; dry hinges screeched and the old wood groaned. The two 
dancers stepped down from the stage. Teddy watched the young 
woman’s thin collarbones heave and the glitter twinkle upon her 
pushed-up breasts. It made him think of his girlfriend’s slumped 
shoulders. She was probably dealing the deck as he sat there in the 
dank chill. He could envision the jerking of her wrist where the 
tarnished charm bracelet forever hung. 
 He pulled out the lighter and flicked it open.
 “Another round?” 
 “Yeah.”
 Shrieks crackled at the dingy glass windows. The dim over-
head lights flickered, then died. At the next table, somebody fell to 
the ground with a grunt. 
 “What’s gone wrong?” The man’s belligerence pitched him 
forwards; there was a snap and splintering wood. A table leg rolled 
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away into a dark corner.
 “Damn, Neal! Sit the hell down, won’t you? The storm’s 
probably just blown over another tower.”
 “No-no! Here, see, I’m going to Charley’s.”
 Teddy gripped the lighter hard as he watched the hunched 
form of the man called Neal trip his way across the room.
 “Neal, I wouldn’t go out there. Hey man, come on back!”
 The bar door was flung open and wicked whiteness blasted 
into the room. A few people screamed, furiously ducking out of the 
icy stream. Neal disappeared into the blizzard and the door thud-
ded shut behind him. Never to be seen again, Teddy thought.
 “All right, just calm down,” the barman shouted. “We’ll have 
to wait it out. No big deal. Just nobody else leave, right? It’s too dan-
gerous.”
 The waitresses lit a few candles. Teddy pushed his thumb 
against the brass and the flame blazed in the darkness. He closed 
it. He opened it again. White pellets bombarded the window pains. 
Condensation from his half-empty glass trickled over his fingers. 
 She was standing in front of him. The flame illuminated the 
sparkles shimmering at the corners of her eyes. The smell of sweat 
and exotic perfume wafted with her.
 “Why do you keep flicking that thing?”
  Teddy shrugged. “Nice dancing.”
 “Thanks. I’m Reina.”
 “Teddy. . . . I don’t smoke.” He wasn’t sure what made him 
say that. He was thinking of cheap-smelling cigars and bent cards. 
The rancid smell of perfume and barley alcohol filled his nostrils. 
In the dark, he saw the silvery silhouette of her glossed lips turn 
upward in a smile. 
 “Then why do you have a lighter?”
 “Doesn’t matter. You don’t want to know.”
 She dragged a stool over and hopped onto it. The little beads 
at the bottom of her short-cropped skirt jingled.
 “Yes, I do.”
 “It’s a long story.”
 “Make it short.”
 “It belonged to a friend.”
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 “Who?”
 “A dead man.” 
 Somewhere in the darkness, radio static buzzed.
 “Did you kill him?”
 Teddy grunted into his drained glass. “You want to know all 
this?”
 “Seems to me like you need to tell somebody. Did you kill 
him?”
 Teddy fingered the lighter. “I did.” (God, he hadn’t seen him 
in time. They all looked the same in their green and tan uniforms.)
 “Why?”
 “I can’t control war.”
 “You’re a vet.”
 “Iraq.” Teddy felt the familiar lurch in his gut. Andrew Car-
son’s voice. Snow in Iraq that January. (God, Andrew. Why had he 
run out from the bush like that? Of course, Teddy had let the bullets 
fly. Red holes. Red dirt. Red metal square.)
 “Is it awful?”
 “What kind of question is that?”
 Reina’s eyelids smeared in moondust shadow flickered. “A 
quick one.”
 “Yeah, it’s hot there. Usually.” He could see the tattered chil-
dren leaping in the white downpour; an omen of peace they called 
it. 
 “How old were you?”
 “Eighteen. I looked forward to joining for a whole year. 
Then I went. And I realized it was stupid to dream.”
 “Maybe it’s just stupid to dream about war.”
 “Maybe. But, I’m telling you. It’s not about us. Any of it. Life 
in general. There’s something bigger than the both of us.”
 The door flew open and it took two men to force it shut 
again. A waiter shoved a table against it. White wisps floated dazed-
ly to the floor and dissolved into little puddles. Teddy gripped the 
lighter. He could see Andrew’s face, his dark eyelashes trimmed in 
snowflakes. His voice rang through the silent snowfall; his red nose 
he kept submerged in the yellowing book he’d dragged with him 
halfway across the world. He was so addicted to Thomas and all 
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those other dead poets. (God, Andrew. God.) 
 “What do you mean?” Reina said.
   Teddy shrugged and drained another glass he hadn’t told 
the waitress to bring. The cool spice and froth warmed his throat, 
then left it lumpy and dry.
 “Why’d you sign up?”
 “My dad’s-s a politician.”
 “So?”
 “So I dreamed. I yearned to know.”
 “Stop flicking that thing.”
 Teddy snapped the square shut and put it away in his 
pocket.
 “I dream,” she said.
 “About what?”
 “Dancing. I want to travel the world teaching Salsa. I can 
make that happen.”
 Teddy laughed, the froth roiling in this throat like boil-
ing blood. “That’s what you think. You’re a weekend dancer at a 
Wyoming bar. And there’s a blizzard outside. Isn’t it supposed to be 
sunny where people dance Salsa?”
 “I’m not staying here forever.”
 “That’s what you think.” Teddy felt his hand creeping to-
wards his pocket. He laced his fingers around his glass. “Why’d you 
come over here, anyway?” 
 “Couldn’t tell you. I was watching you flick that lighter and 
it seemed to draw me to you.”
 “That’s deep.”
 “Lay off.”
 “Was it a mistake? Coming over here?”
 “I don’t know,” she shuffled on her stool, “Maybe.”
 “Good.”
 “Why would you want that?”
 “That’s just what I expected.”
 “Seems like a weird thing to expect.”
 “Which is why expecting something or waiting for some-
thing to happen is so pointless. Things will happen or they won’t. 
No reason in anticipation. It just drains you dry. ” (God, Andrew.) 
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 Teddy felt himself lurch forward, the alcohol seething on his 
breath. “Let me tell you something,” he breathed, “you never want 
to know.”
 “Well, you’re quite the philosopher,” Reina said, leaning 
back slightly.
 “Not really. I’ve just learned.”
 “You mean you’ve been hurt.”
 “Same thing.”
 “Everybody’s been hurt, though. That doesn’t mean they 
have to stop dreaming.”
 “No, but they should.” 
 Somebody nearby chucked a tankard at the radio. Alcohol 
sizzled on the ancient speakers and the buzzing stopped.
 “You’re wrong. That’s not how life works.”
 “That’s one opinion.” Teddy pulled out the lighter and the 
flame again flickered between them. “You’ll know. One day.”
 “Really? You’re going to start that again?”
 “Yep.”
 “I’ll see ya around.” She dismounted the stool and straitened 
her tinkling skirt.
 “No, I don’t expect so.”
 “Either way.” She left.
 After another glass of Cooley, Teddy watched the tree fall. 
Laughing snow clung to its broken bark and starved branches. 
Howling, the wind thrust the enormous trunk through the window. 
Glass shattered and the pieces skittered like diamonds across the 
white floor. Teddy’s grip slipped on the lighter and it danced away 
from him. Flames churned inside him as the square spun high and 
he saw the same lighter skittering across blood-soaked dirt, An-
drew’s white hand lying outstretched feet away. Teddy reached wild-
ly for it and just managed to clasp it in his numb fingers, smacking 
his leg on the side of a table. Pain seared through his thigh muscles 
like hot water on skin.
 Everyone had to move into the back dining room to escape 
the screaming chill. Teddy pressed the cool metal shakily and the 
little fame sparked; Andrew’s voice carried on tufts of hot breath.
 “Rage,” Teddy whispered to the darkness. “’Do not go gentle 
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into that good night. Rage, rage against the dying of the light.’”
 He flicked the lighter. “Rage…..rage.....rage....”
 Cramped in the corner, Teddy watched Reina talking with 
the Mexican dancer boy. Her cheeks glittered when she laughed, 
like snow under pale moonlight. 
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Tracie at the Hostel
Lynette Zwerneman
Tracie at the hostel knows my hometown.
“I like Livingston and all those towns with the old buildings,”
says she, describing: the old hotel downtown, with the bar,;
the hat shop, with lots of hats, cowboy hats and other hats,;
the coffee shop, with the Russian lady and her daughter.
Maybe she met me once, there, I dunno, my daughter’s Ukrainian,
least that’s what her daddy said, one of the last few times I talked to 
him.
Tracie flushes the toilet 14 times, then returns to the hostel lounge.
“They have metal structures in the sky, for mind control there.
They never tell anyone when they do that,” she says.




     It made my job near ten times harder whenever I showed up late 
to work.  Trucking to campus around six or seven used to be the 
norm, though whiskey headaches made waking early hard to come 
by lately.  I’d been a groundskeeper for the University since I was 
16, taking my dad’s job on the crew after he up-and-left for Seattle 
to chase some forestry major who knew her way around a lawn-
mower; he said he liked that in a woman.  Lately I’d been picking up 
nights at The Union, clocking more drinks in my shift than hours 
on my time card and paying the price when it came time to mow in 
the morning.        
 Being a groundskeeper had its annoyances: shitty pay, shit-
tier hours, and shit-covered boots when the students let their dogs 
become savages in the Oval come spring.  However, unlike lawyers 
or surgeons, or poets, I got the unfathomable satisfaction of start-
ing my day off with the smell of fresh-cut grass.  It was a revitalizing 
scent, so earthy in its essence that a good whiff reminded me why 
I was 22 and still doing yard work for paychecks.  It was also just 
the slightest bit comforting knowing business men and professions 
of wealth are willing to spend 20 bucks for candles or car freshen-
ers that smell like cut grass; all I had to do was pass out in my work 
clothes or on the pile of them that slept on the right side of my bare 
queen mattress to get the same effect.  Things were different in the 
spring, though.      
 The sun had been up for over an hour, bright and on time.  
Light hit off an empty whiskey bottle, reflecting right into my eyes 
of fragile state.  12 months ago it would have been beer cans, maybe 
wine jugs, but whiskey had been the drink of choice this year; it was 
something to hang on to when life gave you the shakes.       
 I was almost awake, in that purgatory of slumber when eyes 
are half open but the brain still dreams.  I took a deep breath, the 
smell of green engulfing my sinuses as my nostrils sucked against 
a grass stain on my Levis from yesterday’s mulching.  My head rest 
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on a pile of clothes, the right side of my bed doubling as a second 
dresser and a throne of laundry for my cat to rest on; it used to be 
April’s spot, but she didn’t sleep here no more.  It wasn’t the sound 
of my alarm, but rather the the pain in my arm from the bite of my 
cat that finally roused me up.  I dragged myself out of bed and into 
my Carhartts, the ones with the padded knees and the hole in the 
back that told what color boxers I was or wasn’t wearing that day.  
I took a step, the pounding of my head responding to every damn 
move my stiff body made as I shuffled squint-eyed over coffee-
stained carpet and once-white walls towards a source of caffeine.  
Almost there.  Rays of sun illuminated my eastern-facing kitchen 
as I entered, bouncing off dirty pans and grease marks, reminding 
me once again that the wicker blinds April had insisted upon were 
strictly decorative; that white sheet had worked great before she 
came along. 
 April and I met under the dirty lights of The Golden Rose 
three springs back; I had been a 19 year old going on 22 with an ex-
panding ego and my own apartment, she had been a 27 year old go-
ing on 23 with lists of insecurities and a history of bad relationships 
that seeped from her pores like a 10 year hangover.  It was a perfect 
match.  We had started off across the bar from each other, though 
over time found ourselves closer and closer until our bodies faced.  
I only drank beer and asked if she’d like one; she ordered a double 
whiskey.  Hormones had moved my feet as PBR moved my mouth, 
regurgitating slyness and quirky remarks that men seem only to 
have in their late teens and early twenties; after that we have to rely 
on good looks or better jobs.  She told me she was an artist; I told 
her I sculpted nature.  Her lips curled.  She told me she liked music; 
I told her I played the shovel.  She didn’t get it but move closer.  She 
told me she wrote stories; I told her I wrote poetry.  She stopped.  
She told me she hated poets; I told her I was different.  She believed 
me.      
 We slept that night in the glow of my porch with two blan-
kets, a pillow, and a red bottle of Kuick-Stop’s finest wine.        
 The next time we met was a year later at the spring char-
ity event for the Art Museum featuring an exhibit of paper-mache 
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aborigine children; they were shady statues in multiple poses that 
made me uneasy.  Missoula’s high society loved them; the guy who 
cut their grass, however, thought it was a waste of paper.  I spotted 
her in the corner between two large men with beards and buttoned 
flannels sipping whiskey from a tin flask.  They all wore sunglasses 
and smirks and a stench of something skunky that I detected as I 
approached her from behind an ink-splattered paper child.  Her 
back was hunched to the angle that often results when one becomes 
buzzed, when they stop caring how they look and more how they 
feel.  It was as though her back was smiling, curving slightly with 
every swig from the bearded brother’s whiskey.  Around her neck 
was a string tied and attached to a wrinkled black dress that draped 
her slender body; the dress was faded but was dyed to a fashion and 
made to look like she had slept in it.  Maybe she had.      
 I asked her if she wanted to grab a drink.  She grabbed a half 
glass of wine from a passing elderly couple and said she took my 
question literally.  She threw the wine back, turning to her bearded 
friends as the two men filled her glass with the last of their Sea-
grams and then, as if on que, dispersed into the crowd of men in 
suits, women in dresses, and children of recycled paper. It was like 
a vanishing act.  They poured the whiskey; I looked down at the 
glass.  I looked up; they were gone.  I looked back down; the whis-
key was gone, and so was her smirk.  April just stood and stared 
through her dark lensed glasses; she had seemed different that be-
fore.  I couldn’t tell if she was expecting something or if the whiskey 
was starting to catch up to her.  Maybe both.      
 I asked her once more to grab a drink, she took off her 
glasses, let in the light, and we spent the night at her place in a loft 
full of stuffed dogs and murals of black people.      
 After two months of late nights, our visits continued to get 
more and more frequent.  One day she showed up with a box full 
of paint brushes and a stuffed beagle and took a spot next to me on 
my queen mattress.        
 I had always been a clean freak, my plastered white walls 
surrounding my fuzzy white carpet that led through my sparkling 
white kitchen into my bare white room and onto my moon-bright 
white sheets.  April wouldn’t clean or doing anything while I 
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worked though, she’d just smoke and paint and sometime write 
stories about me, which were really just lists of my flaws and im-
perfections.  Once when she was stoned I sat on the couch and read 
one as she slouched to my left, softly pulling a joint and blowing 
its smoke in my face; it was awfully written and told me I sucked 
in bed.  I never read another one, but would catch her eyeing me 
when she put her pen to paper and would make it a point to avoid 
her when she was playing writer.        
 We lived like that for the better part of a year.  Last March 
I came home to her lying beneath a black man on my white sheets 
like a six-foot-three stain of coffee.  She moaned and talked and 
made sounds that I’d never heard when we got intimate.  He was 
her ex-boyfriend, a poet from Vancouver who wore bowler hats 
and scarves and oversized glasses.  A book of his poems had come 
with her box of paint brushes and a stuffed animal and had lie open 
on my coffee table for quite some time; they were good.  He wrote 
about dogs in distress a lot; he called himself Dirt Dog, he thought 
he was one of them.          
 I sat on the couch with the cat, sipping ramen broth from 
a straw as I let them finish.  Dirt walked out, seated himself on 
the couch next to Cat and asked what I thought of life; I told him 
I didn’t get the question, and he said he’d write a poem about our 
talk someday.  He said nothing else, only petted Cat with his mud-
colored hands, kneading her to sleep.  I could see April through 
the crack of my open door; she too lay sleeping in the dark of my 
bedroom.  He told me I looked tired; I saw him next on the back 
cover of his poem book when I woke up.  The lights were off and 
moonlight shown through the shitty blinds, illuminating a pen and 
it’s ink he had left.  Scribbled in the white space to the left of his 
picture was a poem. 
 April’s fool you have become,  but remember this one thing:  
living in a house of white  can’t stop the Dirt of spring. 
 I went outside to turn on the hose, watering Cat and spray-
ing off the griddle for breakfast while turning to piss behind the 
rhododendrons.  I left the griddle for Cat to lick dry as I went in-
side to scavenge for food.  Money’d been on the low lately, and with 
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the microwave and oven both on detention, the griddle had been 
my saving grace, slowly burning whatever I found in the hollows of 
my fridge, crisping it beyond taste recognition, where it was then 
doused with Frank’s Red Hot before eating. Bon appetit became 
burnt appetite; it was just a matter of letters.  And a griddle.  This 
morning was leftovers of last night’s cornbread and a some night’s 
chinese.      
 I shoveled down the burnt, spicy mush, threw the cat some 
nip from my truck and hightailed it to work, driving right over that 
round-about on Higgins that makes driving fast and hung-over so 
much more difficult.      
 By the time I got to the work shed my crew was out, already 
starting on a day’s work and with all the good tools; all that was left 
for me was the cursed wooden rake that would give up and quit 
when the leaves got wet.      
 It was spring, meaning that not only were the students out 
and about but they were beginning to get anxious for summer, a 
day of sun leading to trickles of brave ones in shorts prematurely 
laying out in the oval, getting in my way.  A high sun hung over 
campus like my uncle’s bug zapper, unconsciously drawing people 
outside to bask in it only to sting them with fits of late spring hail.  
Trees spawned long bare branches, yet to be pruned, casting pencil-
thin shadows for backpacks and their students to snooze under, 
giving gum-wrappers and soda-cans enough time to escape from 
beneath the zippers, making their packs lighter, the grounds filthier, 
and my job load heavier. The spring sun had soaked up most of 
the moisture winter had left for the grass, meaning less mud in the 
fields and more dogs running around, eager to finally escape their 
winter pent up in studio apartments and backyards, ready to make 
up for a season’s worth of dog bombs on campus.  I couldn’t stand 
dog bombs, they clung to boots like chicken poxs to a kindergar-
ten, spreading like a virus with every step.  Every spring the snow 
would melt leaving born-again concrete, sparkling due to months 
of winter protection from the cleansing snow, wiped clean like a 
driving record after a short bout of community service and a check 
to the court house; I’d had a few of those.  But those damn dogs 
always ruined that concrete, ruining my love for it like a black poet 
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in my white sheets.  I grabbed the wooden rake from the shed and 
made my way towards the forestry building, raking and straighten-
ing the beds in front of the honors college as I made my way.  And 
then I saw it.  Making its mark in the strip of green to the left of the 
library was a Black Lab giving the earth below its squat four months 
of pent up frustration.  As he finished, his owner ran up, gave him a 
few playful slaps, and sprinted off down the oval, the newly brown 
bellies of his Timberland boots tracking the first bomb of spring all 






Tights like ferns, tits maddening
made her eyes grow soft.
Sangria rush of a heart throbbing,
yielding curves of an eyelash. A pink tongue pop
made her eyes grow soft.
Her plumpness was all her pleasantness. 
Yielding curves of an eyelash, shining
brown, in the clean warming sun. 
Maddening tits, tight like ferns.
Her plumpness was all her pleasantness.
A throbbing heart rush of sangria veins,
brown in the clean warming sun,
made her eyes dairy cow soft. 
Her yielding plumpness was all pleasure.
Tonguing a pink pop, torturing my taste buds.




 I can no longer tell which of you young girls consider your-
selves pretty. Some of you are tall but many are quite short. Some of 
you are thin, but the girls with the happiest faces are a little thicker 
around the middle. I suppose none of you cares about being attrac-
tive to me, but I see how you cling tighter to the arm of the vacant 
eyed man beside you when I catch you looking at me.  And I see 
something in your eyes, is it pity? I do not need your pity, I have 
plenty of my own.  It might be fear, and that I will let you have.   
Cling tighter pretty girls, but especially you chubby, happy girls. He 
will not save you. 
 The hair on the back of my head is deeply matted and when 
I wipe my mouth I can feel dried tears scrape the back of my hand, 
though I don’t remember crying. The hands that carry my bags 
have been cracked and bleeding for months. They are dark with 
dirt and sticky with booze and the fingernails are broken off at half 
length from digging in the frozen ground. I have no mirror, but I 
imagine my face to look just like my hands, except with two dark 
balls peering out from between blunt and crusted lashes. 
 I am not homeless, as they say. I have a bed and a wooden 
chair and a stack of two milk crates with a board across them that 
I use as a table. I keep them in a small house near the river, on the 
end of a street that has no street lights. And I am not starving, as 
the people who drop nickels and dimes, but mostly pennies in front 
of me seem to think. I just have a hard time with reality. I succeed 
fairly well in blurring the present; but the past refuses to fade. 
I used to teach at the University of Montana. I taught Art History 
and Mythological Theory. Mythological Theory examines the struc-
ture and origins of myths and hypothesizes as to which myths are 
based on fact. I used to argue with my colleagues about that.  
 “Myth,” they would say, “is by definition, untrue.” But 
“people are not that imaginative,” I always would say. “The ideas 
came from somewhere.” My favorite creature was Harlequin, the 
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trickster. I found a print of Cezanne’s Harlequin at a garage sale the 
summer before my first year of college. In the painting, he stands 
erect, with a sword or baton under one arm. The red and black 
diamond printed clothes are the only comical thing about him, he 
looks for all the world like a somber teenager. I hung him in a place 
of prominence in every office I occupied. I still have it; though I 
wished to burn it, or sell it with the house, I did not dare. So differ-
ent from Picasso’s Harlequin, and so different from the silly jesters 
people associate him with today. My daughter, Annabelle called 
him “the clown.” Yet, he is always the trickster, and I hear tinkling 
bells in the distance when I say his name.
 In the mornings, sometimes, when it is still too cold for the 
swarms of mosquitoes that seem to rise straight from the mud, I go 
to the bank of the river and hunker down in the squelching earth. 
On the table in my house I have a small olive jar that is half filled 
with bits of mica. They drift downstream and get caught in the 
swirling eddy underneath the overpass. I dig the shards out of the 
mud and let the cold water pull the debris from the mica’s sparkling 
surface. The whisper thin layers cling together so precariously that I 
dare not brush away any dirt by hand. Water is at once stronger and 
more gentle than I. One day, a behemoth earthquake will hit, or my 
neighbors will discover my body because they just can’t stand the 
smell anymore and my house will gets bulldozed because my stench 
won’t come out of the walls. I know when this happens I won’t be 
there to see it, but it brings me joy to think that the heavy shaking 
of the house will vibrate the mica into a fine silver dust that will bil-
low out of the olive jar like a mushroom cloud when the roof falls 
down around it. 
 Today, the river is dark and cold and a glob of fish guts 
twirls in my eddy. I toss it aside and sink my fingers into the deep 
grey/green mud; probing for anything solid that has gotten trapped 
by the swirling waters. There is nothing there, except for a few 
bones from some small animal which I toss beside the fish guts. I 
walk along the edge of the river, pulling my feet out of the mud that 
tries to suck me back with every step. As I step onto the firmer dirt 
of the path that leads toward home a flash of red and black poking 
up from the mud catches my eye and I turn back. I do not have to 
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dig It out to know what it is. All that I can see above the mud are 
two tiny legs,  each  smaller than my pinkie and painted with red 
and black diamonds. I spent hours carving him from an old piece 
of raw hardwood that I found in my attic and I recognize him in 
an instant. It is the trickster. I carved him, once, for Annabelle. She 
was four years old. 
  I stand under the huge oak tree across the street from my 
old house clutching the muddy bit of black and red wood tight in 
my hand. I used to watch the leaves of this tree twist in the wind 
while I washed dishes. There are two girls, probably younger than 
ten, but who can tell, playing in my driveway. They are laughing as 
they ride their red wagon down the driveway’s sloping curve. I sit 
down in the grass and lean against the tree; I watch them a little but 
mostly I just watch the house. 
 When I wake up it is colder, and almost dark. The girls are 
gone; probably inside my house, where all the lights are on. I sold 
the house fully furnished, but the couches I can see through the 
picture windows aren’t mine. What was wrong with my couches? I 
wonder what this family did with them. They probably sold them 
to some frat boys at a yard sale. I imagine the soft cushions full of 
broken springs. There are probably stains of beer and college sluts 
caked onto the upholstery.  
 When I get back to the street that I now call home it is 
dark but not quiet. My shuffling feet slip unnoticed past the homes 
of my neighbors; the people who live on this street are all hiding 
from something or trying to forget themselves so we recognize 
each other as comrades and leave each other be. We are all here for 
the same reason; the suburban neighborhoods with their neigh-
borhood watch, their block parties and their book clubs refuse to 
ignore the dark festering people who stink up their block. We hide 
here to shelter our rotting lives for we are the ones who do not want 
to be cured. 
 I taught classes in Mythological Theory around the idea that 
some myths are based on reality, while some are just based on other 
myths. I taught those children that Harlequin is real; that though 
he is not extremely intelligent he is agile, clever and a friend of the 
devil, which makes him vengeful. 
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 Paul Cezanne was painting in the park near his house on a 
spring day, when rain clouds started to gather. Normally he would 
have run home across the park, but he wrote later in a letter that 
suddenly he did not know where he was. He ran through the park 
as it started to rain, searching for some familiar landmark to turn 
him homeward, but everything was foreign to him. And, he wrote, 
he began to hear laughter as he ran, and flashes of red and black 
tumbled around his periphery. He caught a chill that day, a chill he 
would eventually die from, and most of his friends said he had gone 
mad. But he wrote in his journal that he was being punished, for 
rendering such a disarmingly sad and human version of Harlequin.  
I taught all of this, and I thought I understood it. 
 Arrogance made me carve the wooden Harlequin stand-
ing straight, with arms crossed. He gazes off in to the distance (not 
an artistic choice, my whittling skills lack control) and there is not 
a hint of the acrobat in him. He looks like just a man, a serious 
thoughtful man who happens to be wearing a silly costume. I hear 
tinkling bells as I look at him now, but it might just be ice as a pour 
myself a drink. 
 I knew that one day I would be proven right, that Harlequin 
would show himself to me and all of my work would be vindicated. 
And so I felt blessed the day that Harlequin finally came to me. 
I was at the park with Annabelle, and she was playing with her 
“little clown” in the sand while I sat on the bench grading papers. 
The bench creaked and flexed and I looked up and saw a tall and 
slightly pudgy man, with a feminine face tiptoeing along the top of 
the bench. He had black and red diamonds tattooed over his whole 
body like clothes. His groin was smooth like a Ken doll. He panto-
mimed that I should be quiet, holding a white kid glove-like finger 
up to his mouth and I giggled and nodded. He cartwheeled in to 
the woods, and I followed, without a second thought. Under the 
trees, he disappeared. I looked for a few minutes, quietly and then, 
not finding him, I started to call his name. Of course there was no 
answer. Harlequin does not come to those who call him.  
 It took so long for me to remember Annabelle. She vanished 
from my mind at my first sight of the trickster and not until I had 
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given up on finding him, did I remember her again. As I ran toward 
the playground, I saw the scene in my mind and had no doubt of its 
truth. Harlequin danced on his toes around her, mirage-like bells 
winking in and out. I saw her pudgy arms reaching up to grab the 
flopping corners of his hat and I thought that I might make it in 
time. But when I got back to the playground, she was gone, along 
with her doll. I screamed her name, and ran around the park. The 
other mothers remembered her soft curls and checked dress when 
I described her, but no one noticed her disappearance. Two days 
later, they found her body caught in an eddy underneath an over-
pass. I made the red and black dress for her because I thought the 
fabric was clever, but it just seemed cruel clinging so brightly to her 
blue legs on the dull steel table at the morgue. They never found the 
Harlequin doll.
 Now he sits on my table next to the jar of mica, and I have 
poured him a drink in a thimble and I sit, drinking mine, hearing 
bells, or ice, or several hundred screen doors slamming at once. 
I have washed the mud from him and though some of his paint 
has chipped you can still see that he is covered with red and black 
diamonds and that he has no penis, just a lump where it should 
be. One thing is different about him now; his arms are no longer 
crossed. He is looking right at me, with a hint of a smile, and one 





About the window pains frost licked 
Before the sun could force its way in
Coupled with the rotting caulk along the sill
Deviant gusts blew in and chilled
Every sleeping soul who pulled on the covers
Feeling lonely the wind filtered through the
Garden and writhed against aging glass into a
Home looking for someone to keep 
It company for
Just the small space of time between the
Keen warmth of morning and the 
Laconic shiver of predawn.
Melting across the verdant keep
Naming each fern and sorted elm
Opening the budding morning glory
Parting the horizon in violet and heat
Quick to startle a curled deer and its
Resting mate to their nimble limbs the
Same sun blinds an eyelid-less
Trout who scurries for shelter
Underneath the riverworn stones washed
Velvet smooth by the
Waters unrelenting currents acting as a
Xenagogue for the wandering caddis





 She was wearing a summer dress.  Purple with red paisley 
and wrinkled straps. It’d grown sheer from wear and old women 
sneered at her body’s silhouette in stores.  Night swallowed her 
whole as she walked shoeless from her lover’s house.
 The fiancée, over 2,000 miles away, was quiet on the phone.  
They hadn’t spoken aside from the obligatory hello and she walked 
slower than usual, prolonging the silence.  She stood in the middle 
of an empty concrete ring and despite street lamps she could see the 
stars’ white sockets.
“Dom?”  She hadn’t known him for years.  How strange, how im-
personal to say a name.  How often does one hear their own name?
 “Yes.”  Picture him.  The long dark hair she only liked when 
they were in high school.  Sitting in his car on the reception hill, 
long legs splayed and tan, his hand firm on his thigh.
 “Have you been thinking of me?”
 His head shakes, “Don’t go there.”
She closes her eyes and pulls the dress’ hem down her marbled 
legs.  There’s an aspen forest surrounding, the gray trees hollow and 
punctured.  They moan when the canyon winds bear through them.
 “Where are you?” His hand tenses.  It’d been four months 
since he touched her.
 “Where do you think I am?” Her eyes were open now, fo-
cused on a figure ten feet away.
 “How the fuck am I supposed to know?  You say Tennessee 
and then bills show up from Washington.  You say Canada and yet 
you aren’t worried about twenty minute phone calls where nothing 
is said.” 
 At the pavement’s edge there is a deer carcass.  A young doe 
done in by a car.  It’d been thrown here in the winter, to be frozen 
and forgotten.
 “I’m sorry I’ve been inconsistent with calling, I just need 
space.  You know that.”  
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 He snorts and says, “Would you get a load of that?  I give 
you everything you ever wanted and yet you want more.”
 “What do you mean you gave me everything I ever wanted?  
An a-frame twenty miles from town?  A community where we’re 
the youngest people by some thirty odd years?”
She walked closer to the body to do her daily inspection of its 
dismemberment.  Scavengers had become aware of it with winter’s 
thaw and picked at the tough hide, gulping the spare, gray meat 
within.
 “Who’s feeding you?  You haven’t bought anything for two 
weeks.”
It was true. She bent over the deer’s body, it was eaten whole from 
the ribs down.  It’s hipbones shone clean, protruding like white 
coral.  
 “I’ve met some nice people on the road.”
 “Oh yeah?  Any of them men?”
She stands up straight and turns to the street, a blur.
 “Are you trying to say I left for someone else?”
 “I’m just trying to figure what you left me for, and how 
much longer I can expect you to be gone.”
 The doe’s body would be a bruise in the green upshoots of 
summer.  Just tufts of coarse sable hair and white bones.  She gave it 




Fall gloom looms above.
Leaves swirl in the street, desiring nothing.
What lies before me I define and compose.
What lies behind me, no one knows.
One leg after another, each step a mother
bearing waves and eddies in the atmosphere around them,
and wavelengths of sound as each foot stamps down.
My lower limbs even make death,
unknownst to their owner,
an ant or a worm may be ushered away from Earthly concern.
Behind me, just past my field of view,
the arrangement may differ greatly from the one I knew
just a moment ago.
Memory:
brain cells repeating what was detected and collected.




Your mouth covers a gaze in
silhouette. Clever bamboo
humans pollinate untouched frocks.
Red sparrows mature in the immortal
paws of the clover. Touch me, and
I’ll stop talking. I won’t
write a love poem for you.
I want to blur myself
in you. Did I say blur?
Button on your sleeve, fallen.
I want to knit it into your chest,
into my palm. I will drink
from your endless mouth





In my yard there grows a dandelion. It lives under the shade of the 
cherry tree, next to the rusted wheelbarrow and the old tire swing. 
Every morning this month I have watched it from my kitchen win-
dow as I enjoy my morning cup of tea. The dandelion often moves 
with the wind, or sways under the weight of a bumblebee.  Other 
times it does not move at all, but stands up proud and straight, with 
it’s face towards the sun. I’m sure it would be smiling, if it had the 
lips to do so.  On nights when the air is particularly smooth, and 
the sky is freckled with light, I join the dandelion out in the yard 
and in its silent prayer. We pray together. ‘Live quietly, and breath 
softly. So that when you do invite a voice, each whisper will sound 
like the morning bell, waking those who sleep too deeply. Here 
grows a dandelion, a flower among the weeds. Here grows a man, 
awake among the sleep.  When darkness comes we will go into it 
dancing, and smile up at the rain as it beats down on our face.’  




My son, James attends the Joseph Korbel School 
For International Studies in Denver,
Founded by the father of Madeleine Albright,
First female Secretary of State,
At DU Korbel mentored Condoleezza Rice,
Second female Secretary of State.
Visiting the DU neighborhood, I follow 
the pungent, near-burnt smoke cloud
billowing from Kaladi Brothers Coffee House.
I chose  a dark roast, while the barista prepares a sack  
Of ice to preserve the just-butchered lamb rack, 
Accompanying me to be gifted in Louisiana.
Legend has it coffee was discovered centuries ago, 
By a goatherd named Kaladi, who observed
Red goats, dancing after nibbling shrub beans,
Coffee was first roasted in Arabia; product of the Muslim world,
There are many people enjoying coffee and conversation
At Kaladi’s, the atmosphere warm; the walls wooded.
 I imagine Albright and Rice out for coffee
At Kaladi’s, the counter people carefully crafting,
Madeleine’s triple espresso; Condoleezza’s caramel mochaccino,
Their conversation intense; unconscious of onlookers,
What do women talk about at coffee? The weather?
The wars … where to get a good buy on a Coach bag?
Back at the trunk, the lamb rack repacked,
I recall the wether’s valiant struggle to escape, 
The slaughterhouse, out of the back of the truck,
This is the first lamb we raised to butcher ourselves,
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Perhaps, if I had fed him coffee beans,
He might have died dancing.
Down the road, I pull over to chart my route,
Last trip south through Oklahoma City,
Memorial of a thousand, flower-clutching teddy bears,
Maybe this time, to Roswell, and then I’ll veer east,
I might need some more ice by Waco,




 The day after my high school graduation, I tried to run 
away from home. I took the train from Stamford to Boston; got 
on a bus from Boston to Kennebunk. I was looking for a job on a 
lobster boat, mostly because I could not think of a job more out of 
line with my family’s history of Manhattan investment bankers. But 
I also liked the water. Kennebunk wasn’t the place in my head. It 
was Vacationland (said so on the license plates), and though the air 
breathed a little fresher, the people walking down the street, buy-
ing T-shirts and saltwater taffy reminded me of the people from my 
home—my family—only they were tourists, just visiting, throwing 
gum and cigarette butts on the sidewalks of my fantasy.
 So I boarded another bus and went further north. I ended 
up in a port town where all the buildings were made of brick and 
mortar, and the one-lane streets and sidewalks were warped and 
pot-holed. It was called Rock Bay. I pitched my tent in a state-run 
campsite near a pier and a short strip of beach. The whole town 
was in walking distance, and the campsite had grills set in concrete. 
Everything I need, I thought, struggling with the poles of my tent.  
That night I watched the grey eastern horizon fade to blue and then 
deeper blue, and black. I ate hotdogs pulled off the grill before they 
were all the way hot. The evening faded to night too quickly, and 
when it was dark, there was nothing to do.   
 The next morning, I went to the docks, and I felt a surge 
watching the boats slip through the fog, men with cigarettes shout-
ing and laughing, coiling line and whacking blocks of frozen fish 
with wood mallets. There was a moment, a fleeting instant, where I 
thought, I made it—one of those boats will be my boat—this will be 
my life. But the feeling dissipated with the early day mist, realizing 
in the already-hot morning sun that I didn’t have a job, and what’s 
more, I didn’t have a clue how to get one.
 This I blamed on my father. He never taught me anything 
useful. I never learned how to drive stick or chop wood or tie a 
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bowline knot. I knew nothing about engines—literally popping 
the hood was daunting depending on the make and model—and 
the only thing he ever showed me about love was that it didn’t 
matter how tall you were as long as you had a big trust fund. I felt 
my face flush. I stared into the oil slicks in the water, glistening. I 
was afraid to look up, to make eye contact with some old salt who 
would immediately identify me as an impostor and ridicule me 
in some quippy working-man’s way. His buddies would laugh and 
their bellies would jiggle and ash would shake from the tips of their 
cigarettes. Tears would well, I’d piss my pants, and turn and run to 
a pay phone and plead and apologize and beg my parents to order 
a car service to come and bring me home. I stood there. My eyes 
might’ve been closed—I might’ve blacked out for a moment. And 
then came a voice:
 “Hey, kid.” I looked up. A short, sinewy man with blue jeans 
tucked into green rubber boots was clunking towards me. “ What’re 
ya  doin’, kid? You need work or somethin’?” I didn’t know what the 
hell was happening. What did he mean by work? A job? What was 
the or somethin’? There was no chance he was offering me a job. 
I stared at him, bug-eyed. “Kid, if you’re lookin’ for a job, it’s your 
lucky day. No promises, just down a guy. Get ya a couple days work. 
And if yer good, who knows? I’m always lookin’ for a reason to fire 
one of these pussies,” he said pointing a thumb over his shoulder at 
a boat with Two in the Bush painted on the side. That sealed it: this 
guy was offering me a job. Just like that, right in my lap. My head 
settled, I took a breath for the first time in minutes, and said yes.
That night, I slid in and out of sleep. I was to report to the docks 
at 4:30 am, and every piece of me was scared to sleep too late. I 
stared at the wind rustling the top of my tent, the muted light of a 
full moon shining through. Everything felt new and foreign. The 
sound of water lapping the beach, the chirps and peeps of northern 
nighttime creatures, the breath of sea breeze; I was out of my body, 
I was dreaming, and I couldn’t sleep. I thought about home, about 
what my parents were doing. No doubt, my father had been lulled 
to dreams hours before by his third scotch. My mother was prob-
ably still stomping around the house, doing dishes, another load of 
laundry, writing a very important email to a very important board 
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member or trustee. She woke up first, she went to bed last. I could 
always hear her, her heavy footsteps reverberating through polished 
hardwood, echoing down long hallways, into my bedroom.   
 When I woke, the sky was light and birds sang outside the 
tent. There was no point in even getting out of the sleeping bag. I 
looked at my watch; it was after seven.
 Ten years later, I would beg my wife not to leave me. I 
would invoke thoughts of our sure-to-be troubled young son forced 
to grow up in divided households. But “Charlie will be fine,” is all 
she would say. And then she would be gone, leaving me and our 
child in what was once our apartment, but then, in her absence, felt 
uncomfortably like hers.
 We stayed in Missoula because she got pregnant, and we 
both thought the support of her parents would be good. I got a job 
in city planning, and her father, the contractor, let me use his old 
Tacoma to get to work. Work became important to me, not because 
I was passionate about traffic patterns or zoning codes, but because 
it felt good to do it well, to come home after a long day and see my 
wife and eat dinner and watch a movie or read and then feel so 
tired from doing my job so well all day. One night over a glass of 
wine, I would say to her, “I really don’t think it matters what the job 
is, doing it well—I mean, doing it fucking great—gives the same 
sense of satisfaction.” She would frown and say that wasn’t likely 
true, that some jobs were more satisfying than others. I would like 
the sentiment all the same. Of course, I was thinking about lobster 
fishing.
 I got the bus back to Kennebunk. Kennebunk to Boston. I 
spent the night sitting on the floor in North Station. My third night 
away, I was halfway home. I was depressed not just because things 
didn’t go the way I’d hoped, but because this fact didn’t surprise me. 
It wouldn’t surprise anyone. This was expected. This was part of the 
plan all along. I was just too stupid to know it.
My mother met me at the front door. We stood in the foyer, and it 
wasn’t even awkward. She laughed and said she was glad I’d gotten 
it out of my system. And two weeks later, after I’d sent in my appli-
cation to the University of Montana, she said at least I’d be getting 
some kind of an education.
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 My mother stands in the bay window when Charlie and I 
pull up to the house. She is motionless, her frame made big by four 
years of Dartmouth crew waiting palely behind the glass like a por-
trait of an apparition. She hasn’t seen her grandson in over a year, 
and she has never seen the old Tacoma. She opens the front door of 
the house as I unbuckle Charlie from his car seat. She hurries down 
the front steps--Sir, her yipping cocker spaniel, racing along with 
her--marches across the driveway, and just as I lift Charlie from his 
seat, she swoops in and grabs him, all the while making her own 
peculiar baby sounds. My mother wasn’t affectionate with me or 
my sister. She was responsible to the point of severity, never late, 
never flustered, and never cuddly. But in her old age, she’s softened, 
and with Charlie, she is (a little awkwardly) affectionate. She twirls 
around the driveway, Charlie over her head, spittle swinging from 
his open mouth. He squeals, she coos, I stand and watch. Finally, 
she brings him down to her hip and addresses me. “Whose truck?”
 “My truck.” I don’t feel like explaining how my ex-father-
in-law, in a righteous act of pity, had signed the title over to me, 
slipped it under the door a week before my departure.
 “Well, you and Charlie our welcome to any of our vehicles. 
I’ve put a car seat in the Tahoe,” she says, combing her fingers 
through Charlie’s blond hair. And with that she turns and walks 
back to the house.
 
 It’s the house I grew up in. Save for new granite counter tops 
and a new banister on the foyer’s floating staircase, this house is the 
same. The smell of freshly delivered roses, of specialty wood clean-
ers, of fabric softener--I feel transported, out of my body, shoved 
back in time. This house, the house of privilege, the house too big 
for a family of four, mostly empty, mostly unused. From the foyer, I 
can see the living room. There is a sootless fireplace and ivory col-
ored couches and ornate glass vases on end tables. I remember the 
night my father took me into that room, hours after my high school 
commencement. He sat me down and told me about the money, 
about what would be mine, and about responsibility. He told me to 
be careful.
 “You and Charlie will stay down here,” my mother’s voice 
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sounds from the door to the basement. I walk downstairs and find 
her tightening the corners of a bedspread. This, also, is new: the 
basement converted into a self-sufficient apartment, complete with 
a kitchenette and full bathroom. “You’ll have to mind your father, 
of course. He’ll want to use the elliptical occasionally. But I think 
this will suffice.” She turns to me and places a hand on my shoulder.  
 “Until you’re back on your feet.”
 
 My father arrives home around five. He doesn’t look differ-
ent so much as just further along in what I’d always assumed would 
be his trajectory of aging. He has been fat as long as I’ve been his 
son, not all over, but just in his torso, like a beech ball had somehow 
been inserted and inflated in his lower abdomen.
 He stops and inspects the bud of a petunia before striding 
across the lawn towards Charlie and I, where we spent the after-
noon chasing a soccer ball and rolling in the grass.
 “Ahoy!” he says, and quickens his stride as if to steal the ball 
in a soccer match. His knees don’t bend and his planetary torso 
teeters on twiggy legs. Two, three steps and he is falling over him-
self, his round body falling hard and definitely, his hands making 
divots in the grass. Charlie is overcome with giggling as my father 
scrambles to regain his uprightness, like some beetle flicked from a 
picnic table. He swears under his breath and brushes off his yel-
low golf shirt. Recollected, he says, “Charles, my boy, how are you, 
man?” He bends over to address Charlie who stares up at his oafish 
grandfather with quizzical eyes. He turns to me: “The boy looks 
good.” He slaps me on the shoulder. “What’d ya say we fire up the 
grill?”
 
 This is the first dinner in a long time, and I wonder how 
many meals it will take before they are pleasant. We sit on the patio 
with candles and the soft hum of my father’s propane-powered 
mosquito zapper. Most of the attention is paid to Charlie. Cutting 
Charlie’s chicken, wiping his face, handing him his cup; my mother 
and father can’t keep their hands off him. For a while, I am thank-
ful for the distraction. I don’t feel ready to talk about things. And 
then she asks, “Where is she?” My mother has eyes that add layers 
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to what her mouth says. I tell her I’m not sure. She nods. It’s not a 
satisfying answer, but she already knows everything she needs: I’ve 
come home again. Just like when I left Andover for the local high 
school, just like when I came back from Maine. That’s what she says 
with her eyes: home from Maine, home from Montana.
 “Well, who’s up for a night cap?” my father interrupts the 
dinner–time silence. My mother clears her throat and buttons the 
top of her blouse. “What’d ya say old man,” he says, already lifting 
Charlie from his booster. He heaves Charlie onto his shoulders and 
goes inside. I begin to clear plates but am stopped.
 “Allow me,” my mother says.
 
 I wake after nine, but I feel I could sleep all day. Charlie is 
in bed with me, snoring his tiny breaths. He’s never slept this late. A 
“night cap” to my father is a two-part pleasure. The first part is a vat 
of scotch. The second part is a movie. He has always said he wishes 
he could do it over and become a filmmaker (or sometimes he 
wants to be a film critic). North by Northwest, Bonnie and Clyde, 
Blazing Saddles: “high art,” he’d say, “accessible to the masses, yet 
nuanced depth of meaning to the thoughtful patron.” Last night, it 
was Dr. Stranglove, and grandpa was persistent about watching the 
entire movie. Charlie was more than willing to stay up and watch 
him animatedly explain Kubrick’s genius, his gestures and facial ex-
pressions becoming more cartoonish with the evaporating scotch.
 I dress and go upstairs. The kitchen is bright. I squint and 
see my mother, sister, and brother-in-law sitting on the patio. “Well, 
good morning,” my sister says as I open the screen door. Her hus-
band, Michael, stands and shakes my hand. My sister hugs me from 
her chair. She’s pregnant. “Oh, well, yes, lucky number four on the 
way,” she muses. I congratulate her and ask about the due date.  
  “August 27th, two months from today. Another 
summertime baby,” she says, sighing. “Michael and I were just 
wondering the last time we had a proper summer vacation. It’s been 
forever.” My sister is beautiful. She’s six years my senior and has a 
dark, foreign-looking complexion and the tiny creases around her 
eyes make her seem genuine, like she grew up in a big family where 
everyone played a different instrument and spent summer days 
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picking lemons in the Mediterranean. Of course, the summer vaca-
tions my sister can’t remember were spent in Nantucket where it’s 
very difficult to grow any sort of fruit.
 “I think your brother can tell you all about what it’s like to 
be on summer vacation,” my mother says. They all laugh, and my 
mother stands and asks if anyone would like more coffee. Michael 
says that he would, that he needs to fuel up for a big day. I ask him 
what he’s up to.
 “It’s what we’re up to, Brother. I’ve arranged for the girls to 
take all the kids to the club, and for us—me, you, and your father—
to get out for a bit of sailing.”
 “I’m not much of a sailor,” I say.
 “The social scene at the club was too much for him growing 
up,” my mother says, pouring Michael another cup.
 “Well, in honor of new beginnings, I think it’s time you 
start.” I never got to know Michael very well. At the beginning of 
my senior year of high school, he was starting with a hedge fund 
in New York City. He’d met my sister at Columbia, and they came 
out to the house on weekends. Michael talked a lot, more than any 
guest should. Once, I caught him sneaking a cigarette in the drive-
way. He saw me and quickly buried his surprise with another drag.  
 “Hey man, let’s keep this between us,” he said raising the 
cigarette, “don’t tell your mom or sister. Bros before hoes, right?” 
That was the first time I wanted to punch Michael in the nose. Sug-
gesting I start sailing “in honor of new beginnings” is probably the 
fifty-seventh.
 
 Sailing is surprisingly pleasant. Michael discusses recession 
politics with my father, and I sit on the bow and relax for the first 
time in what feels like an eternity. Surreal, the past several weeks 
were surreal. My wife, my home, my life, everything gone, picked 
up and drop-kicked back in time to this place. I watch the shore-
line, the gaudy country homes of New York City’s most successful. 
Huge spreads, roofs with five peaks, four chimneys, enormous bay 
windows looking over the Long Island sound, glass glinting like 
chrome. To the west, the skyline of the city is backset by a bank of 
dark clouds. Thunderheads. On September 11th, my father took us 
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all out here in his center console, just “to see what we could see.” 
From lower Manhattan, two spires of unusually black smoke rose 
into an unusually blue sky. My father tried to explain what it meant, 
what it would mean for generations to come. “Your generation,” he 
said, feigning prophetic wisdom. But quietly, we all understood no 
one knew anything about what that smoke and the blue sky meant. 
My mother didn’t say a word.
 “What a day, right?” My father shouts from the stern. Mi-
chael grins.
 “It’s beautiful,” I say, but I miss Montana; being beer-buzzed 
and sun-tanned, and the Blackfoot River. Amazing that things so 
big can be moved so quickly.
 
 We arrive home in the late afternoon. My sister’s children 
are bouncing on the trampoline. Charlie is asleep on the couch in 
the den. I turn on my cell phone. One new message. It’s her, and 
she’s just calling to see how Charlie’s doing, to tell me that she’s 
sorry about all this, to tell me this is so good for her, so important. I 
think about calling her back, but I don’t.
 My mother and my sister are in the office, looking at pho-
tographs on line. My sister explains they are shopping around for 
apartments in the city, for weekend trips during the holidays and 
for when Michael needs to work late. Neither of them take their 
eyes off the computer as they explain (and agree upon) the value of 
getting away.
 
 We eat dinner on the patio again. The kids sit at their own 
table, and my sister’s children fawn over Charlie. They are spoiled 
and bratty but Charlie is smiling as they tuck in his bib. Michael 
dominates the conversation. More recession talk, Michael professes 
to be one step ahead of the economists in D.C. My mother looks 
impressed, my father is more interested in shrimp kabobs.
 “And what about Montana? How are things out there?” 
Michael asks. “I mean the economic climate.” I explain that there 
wasn’t much of a bubble to burst. Things aren’t great, but they never 
were. He moves on: “So what’s the plan now, another city job? Or 
maybe put that anthropology degree to use?” My mother snickers.   
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 He smirks, and my sister looks adoringly at him.
 “I’m not sure,” I say.
 “I’ve always thought he should get into finance,” my mother 
says.
 Michael nods. “It’s time to think about Charlie. Everything 
changes when you become a father.” 
 “What do you think, Michael, is there any work in the city?”
 “Things have been slow. Most groups are tight, but we’re 
hanging in there. I’ll ask around for you.”
 “Wonderful,” my mother says.
 Then everyone is quiet. The mosquito zapper hums, spring 
peepers chirp in the garden, Sir lets out a sigh from under the table. 
The night is heavy with humidity, sticky and warm, the heat of the 
day trapped underneath a low overcast. Plates are clear, the shrimp 
kabobs gone. I stand up without knowing I wanted to. I pick my 
plate up off the table, and I feel deconstructed, and only vaguely 
aware of the night and my intentions.
 “Are you finished, Dad?” I ask, and pick up his plate, stack 
it on mine with a sharp clink of ceramic. He looks surprised by my 
sudden move to clean up. I move around the table. My arms feel 
full of air and disconnected. “And Michael?” I take his plate. There’s 
a remaining piece of shrimp and take it off and drop it for Sir before 
my mother can object. I stack his plate on top. The sound of clank-
ing ceramic and scoring fork tines create a wincing harmonic.  
 “Sis?” My mother begins to say something, and I interrupt 
her. “And you, Mom, are you all done?”
 She looks up at me, and holds in a breath for a moment. 
She exhales and wipes her mouth with the corner of a napkin. “I’m 
not quite finished,” she says. Charlie squeals from the kids’ table. 
The girls are attacking him with tickles. The plates fall to the patio. 
The giggling stops, my sister gasps. Michael stands up, my mother 
stares at the mess by my feet. I just stand there and the thought of 
Michael attacking me as if I were some dangerous intruder flashes 
in my mind. Michael defending his family, defending my mother. 
My father puts a hand on Michael’s arm and pulls him back into his 
chair.
 I go inside, downstairs, and sit on the edge of the bed. I turn 
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on my cell phone. I want to call her. I want to call her more than 
anything. I can’t picture where she is, how she got there, where she’s 
going. I begin to dial when the basement door opens. My father 
comes down the stairs. He sits next to me on the bed. He’s quiet for 
a moment and kneads his thoughts in his thick fingers. He clears 
his throat. “You can use the phone in my study,” he says. “To call 
her, I mean. If you ever want some privacy, the phone in my study 
is on a different line.”
 “Thank you,” I say.
 “Of course,” he says.
 
 It’s after ten. The basement lets in no light, and I feel I can 
sleep more but for the sudden thought of Charlie. I’m still wear-
ing my clothes from last night, and when I open the door to the 
kitchen, the dull light of a grey day makes me feel something like a 
hangover.
 The kitchen smells of cleaner. Outside the patio is spotless, 
no sign of what I’m sure my mother will refer to as “the incident.”  
A soft, steady rain makes dimples in the pool, on the slate patio. 
There is a note on the counter. It’s from my father: Board meeting 
this morning. Be back by 3. Charlie spent the night at your sister’s. 
The phone rings as I put the note down. It’s my sister. She tells me 
she has Charlie and the kids are having a ball. She tells me, without 
explaining what she means, to take my time.
 I make a cup of coffee and sit at the kitchen table. The house 
is quiet. The sound of rain is all. I walk to the front of the house 
and look out the bay window. The old Tacoma sits alone. I take a 
long pull of coffee. It’s too strong--tastes like hot rotting wood. I go 
upstairs to my old bedroom; now, a guestroom. There’s a king-sized 
bed with an ornate headboard. Not my bed. There is a huge paint-
ing of a naked woman tumbling through a blackness. She’s smiling 
widely. You can’t see her breasts. Not my painting. The bathroom 
has a new faucet and, though it’s hard to imagine how, there is a 
claw-footed bathtub where there was once a shower. Not my bath-
room.
 I turn the faucet to the tub and leave my clothes in a heap 
on the floor. Steam lifts and the mirror fogs. I lower my body into 
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the water. My skin buzzes as I slide in up to my chest. My face 
flushes and I feel I might faint.
 I stay in the tub until my palms wither. I stand in front of 
the mirror. My body is pink and toneless like over-cooked lobster 
meat. The towels on the rack are too perfectly folded to use. I air 
dry. Into my bedroom, I let the cavernous cool air of the empty 
house dry me. In the hallways, down the stairs and into the kitchen; 
my wet feet make soft slapping sounds, leave puddley footprints.  I 
air dry into the garage and dig out my old baseball glove. It smells 
like leather and oil and diamond dirt. I slip it on my hand but can’t 
find a ball. I punch the palm and follow my tracks back into the 
kitchen, the foyer, and into the living room. I stand in front of the 
big bay window. The day is grey and dark and the rain continues.
 A Fed Ex truck rolls up the driveway from behind the hedge 
and stops next to the old Tacoma. The driver hops down and spins 
a package between his hands. He cuts across the grass, through the 
garden to the front stoop. I rush into the foyer and open the door 
before he’s set the package down. His eyes are wide. I smile at him. 
His mouth opens, and his tongue begins to move before it closes 
again. With nothing else to do, he holds the package out. I take it, 
and as he begins to walk away say, “Hey, Man.” He turns his head, 
but makes sure his feet are still heading for the truck. His lips are 
pursed. “Don’t walk on the grass.” He nods, and I shut the door.  
 Laughter immediately comes, like it’s been welled up for 
too long. I see myself in the mirror next to the coat hanger. My skin 
is blotchy and my hair sticks out from the side of my head. I don’t 
look so good naked. I’m overwhelmed: deep-bellied convulsions 
of laughter. Hilarity. Giggles, like getting high for the first time, 
like hearing your buddy let out a fart in math class, like the world 
tumbling away in a seizure of red-faced, breathless laughter. My 
stomach muscles hurt, I can’t get a grip. I’m drunk, for the first time 
in a long time. With very old friends.
 
 My father arrives home at three, just like he said. The rain 
has picked up, falling in giant quarter-sized dollops. Wind blows 
too and the maple leaves at the edge of the yard whirl on their 
stems and show their white undersides. From my spot on the 
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couch, I hear him burst through the front door. He is talking to 
someone: “Yes, a big storm indeed. Old fashioned nor’ easter.” I 
hear his footsteps coming down the hallway before he appears in 
the doorway to the den. He’s holding Charlie in one arm, a bottle 
of wine in the other. “Charlie recommended this vintage,” he says, 
holding up the bottle. “He said it has a bold body with a silky finish. 
Apricots and oak.”
 I smile. I wear a bathrobe, and as my father lowers Charlie 
into my lap, I can see in his face that these hours were a gift he’s 
glad I accepted. “I’m going to go give this puppy some air. I’ll meet 
you back here in ten.”
 He returns later with two wine glasses and the opened 
bottle. He wears a bathrobe and pulls a juice box out of its pocket.
 
 The wind gusts and whistles around the corners of the 
house. It’s early evening and darker than it should be. Charlie is 
asleep between my father and I, mercifully asleep—he’s never heard 
wind like this, and I’m sure it will terrify him. The wine is nearly 
gone, and the movie (The Sting) is nearly over when the front door 
opens and slams shut. “Hello?” my mother’s voice is loud but some-
how quivering, like there’s not enough air in her windpipe.
 “In here, sweetie,” my father answers, seeming unaware of 
the panic in her voice.  Her footsteps are light and quick down the 
hallway. She appears in the doorway and my father sits up.
 “Sir’s gone,” she says. She is sopping. Her hair is tangled and 
dripping, her face grey. “I was walking Sir, he was off his leash, and 
the wind and the rain and he disappeared. I can’t find him.” My 
mother goes onto explain how she’d spent the day with my sister 
before going out for the walk. Then she lost him.
 “The wind was too strong for him,” she says looking at my 
father. “I need you to go find him.”
 “I’ll go,” I say, and I walk out of the room before either of 
them can disagree.
 
 Immediately, I regret the haste with which I left. I’m wear-
ing the bathrobe still, and as I walk across the driveway to the old 
Tacoma the wind does what it will with the soft fabric.
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 The old Tacoma’s headlights catch the giant raindrops like 
meteoric pearls. They pound the roof of the truck crescendoing 
with each swell of wind. I drive slowly. Branches and leaves cover 
the road. Power lines bounce between telephone poles. I stop and 
struggle to open the door against the wind. Then I struggle to close 
it. I have a flashlight, and I yell the dog’s name as I step from the 
shoulder of the road into the woods. I feel ridiculous; “Sir, Sir, Sir!” 
I always hated that name, would always introduce him to friends as 
“my mother’s dog.”
 The woods are dark, and everything I can see exists in the 
beam of the flashlight. But it’s loud. There is no thunder or light-
ning, but the trees whip and bow like a spell has been cast. Ev-
erything crashes. I wade slowly through the woods, maybe for an 
hour, but maybe not. I can see the pale outline of powerless homes 
through the darkness. There is no light save for mine. My teeth 
chatter ridiculously. I try to keep my robe closed with my free hand. 
 “Sir! Sir! Sir!” My voice is hoarse from screaming, but it’s no 
use. The wind is a crushing symphony.
 I’m surprised to feel desperation. I want to find the dog 
more than I ever thought I could. I want to find him cold and hud-
dled, shivering in the hollowed-out space of some fallen beech tree. 
Find him whimpering and pathetic, ready for saving. I’m surprised 
to want to pick him up and carry his shaking body back to the old 
Tacoma; to put him in my lap and cover him with whatever I can 
find. I’m surprised to want to walk up the front steps and appear 
in the doorway of the den, soaking and tattered, with the whining 
form of my mother’s dog. Desperately. I want this, desperately.
I hear a tree fall. I can’t see it, but I hear a definite cracking and a 
definite splintering, and then a boom. I imagine Sir stuck under-
neath. I start to run, but quickly realize there is nothing to move 
faster than—just to take care.
 Maybe hours, maybe not long enough: I make a loop and 
end up back at the old Tacoma. I don’t want to get in, but I do, and 
crank up the heat. I sit with the headlights on. I drive. Each tree 
stump and bush and cluster of bramble looks so hopeful—like 
something with a soft canine heartbeat—before proving nothing. 
He’s waiting terrified. Somewhere, just on the edge of my head-
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lights, between the light and the dark, he’s waiting. But nothing.
I park in the driveway. I’m not cold anymore but as I grab the 
doorknob, my hand trembles and my knuckles are purple. I open 
the door just enough for my body to slip through, careful not to 
let in anything but myself. My mother is in the hallway. I’m drip-
ping in the foyer. She doesn’t say a word and covers her face with 
her hands. Her body shudders with a sob. I don’t have her dog. My 
mother’s dog. She looks down the hallway at the floor near my feet. 
Not at me. Her hair is still wet with rain and now she cries. This is 
not my mother, I think, and I wish more than anything for Sir to be 
waiting in the old Tacoma in the driveway. Like a trick, the truck 
with Montana plates, parked in the daytime shade of a row of sugar 
maples. With her dog.
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The Lion Tooth Queen
Corin Cates-Carney
In my yard there grows a dandelion.
It lives under the shade of the cherry tree,
Next to the rusted wheelbarrow and the old tire swing.
Every morning this month
I have watched it from my kitchen window
As I enjoy my morning cup of tea.
The dandelion often moves with the wind,
Or sways under the weight of a bumblebee.
Other times it does not move at all,
But stands up proud and silent,
With its face towards the sun.
I am sure it would be smiling,
If it had lips to do so.
 
This dandelion is the sun
To all the ants that walk beneath it.
It is a crown to the girls who dream
Of one day becoming royalty,
The lion tooth queen.
With both night and day
As her subjects.
It is the nothing that gives to us
Our promise and beauty.
A love from the shadows,
The flower of weeds.
 
On nights when the air is particularly smooth,
And the sky is freckled with light,
I join the dandelion out in the yard,
In its silent prayer
And we pray together.
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Live quietly, and breathe softly.
So that when you do invite a voice,
Each whisper will sound
Like the morning bell
Waking those who sleep too deeply.
When darkness comes
We will go into it dancing,
And smile up at the rain
As it beats down on our face.
Praise to you
The lion tooth queen,





so you have the right
to do that to me
just because you’re too awesome
and would never stoop to listen to country
cringing at the thought
of anything cliche
have to watch, have to listen
taking careful notes
make sure it comes out cool
but never looks meticulous
like you haven’t practiced in your dusty mirror




‘cause i may not be a 10
but i come from a place
where the queen bees wear too-tight Hollister tees
and i decided early
to be a parrot in the flock of seagulls
but not just to look cool;
i’m as candid as a camera
while you need 15 filters
i like what i like, you see
so i don’t feel the urge
to talk existentially
to cover up how much i like Jay-Z
and i don’t need to lie
cover up my thoughts with venetian blinds
just letting ten percent show through
so back when you called me baby
was that just because
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it seemed alternative?








even when it’s not fucking cool
because i know it’s better than living in fear
not afraid to
show who
i really live to be
while you go ahead
and stay
unhappy




Escaping With Spare Lipstick
Chelsea Elwood
January resigned last week
leaving his business suits and cologne,
a note on the coffee table:
Starting all these years has been 
a real drag. The slush 
is so drab, my knuckles 
crack and bleed.
Now, my ashtray is a bank of ash, glitter, 
and cigarette butts wearing 
Luann’s R34 Crimson Fox lipstick.
You should see me now;
I look great in fish-nets
and platform heels.
He signed with a lurid flourish:
XOXO Jan
and a puckered-red lip print.
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Our Common Place
Veronika Sieben
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Wilma Rooftop
Austin Trayser
